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MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
Mission
To establish and maintain an effective policy framework and operational capability to oversee
compliance with the Financial Intelligence Centre Act, and to provide high-quality, timeous financial
intelligence for use in the fight against crime.
Vision
To be the leading player in aggressively combating money laundering and the financing of terrorism
for the benefit of South Africa; to earn trust, respect and support based on the quality of financial
intelligence that we provide; and to ensure loyalty and organisational sustainability by recognising
the achievements of our staff.
Values
The FIC strives to:

Demonstrate integrity, respect, honesty, trust, humility and loyalty in everything that we do

Conduct our work with pride and discipline, accepting accountability and being prepared
to go "the extra mile"

Strive for excellence and professionalism - not only identifying problems, but providing
solutions

Value individual staff and provide space for creativity and growth

Maintain strong relationships with stakeholders and partners

Ensure the security of organisational assets and information.
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SUBMISSION OF THE ANNUAL REPORT TO THE EXECUTIVE AUTHORITY
To the Minister of Finance, Mr Pravin Gordhan:
I have the honour of submitting to you the annual report of the Financial
Intelligence Centre for the period 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011.

Murray Michell
Director and Accounting Authority

FOREWORD BY THE MINISTER
The Financial Intelligence Centre (FIC) plays an indispensable role in South
Africa's efforts to track the proceeds of crime, fight money laundering and
combat the financing of terrorism.
The international crisis and continued outbreaks of extreme market volatility
underline the importance of strong systems of financial regulation. By
consolidating financial intelligence here at home, the FIC strengthens South
Africa's defences and contributes to strengthening the integrity of the global
financial regulatory system.
Consolidating financial intelligence enables us to identify flows of illicit money
through our economic system, and to combat crime. It also strengthens South
Africa's credibility as a sound, stable and attractive global investment destination.
All this contributes, in turn, to our central goals of growing our economy and
creating more jobs.

The FIC is an important part of South Africa's efforts to build its economy on
an equitable and sustainable footing. I thank the FIC team for its dedication
and hard work in helping government achieve this mandate - and I expect
them to intensify these efforts over the year ahead.

Pravin Gordhan
Minister of Finance

This report reflects a period of tangible progress by the FIC, and hints at what
more is possible as it strengthens its collaboration with the private sector and
with other government agencies. The 2010 World Cup marked new levels
of partnerships in this respect, and a strong foundation on which to build.
Over the past year, new legislation, improved compliance and enhanced
working relationships have helped to place financial intelligence work on a new
footing. I anticipate that in the years ahead the FIC, working closely with other
regulatory bodies, will strive to improve compliance levels even further. Crucially,
the analysis and intelligence produced by the FIC's scrutiny of financial
transaction data and reports plays a vital role in helping law enforcement and
investigating agencies throughout government to identify a range of criminal
trends and activities.
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
The FIC is a statutory body that operates outside the public service, but within the public
administration, as envisaged in section 195 of the Constitution. It is registered as a public 3(A)
entity in terms of the Public Finance Management Act of 1999 (PFMA). The Director of the
FIC, who is also the accounting authority, reports directly to the Minister of Finance and to
Parliament for the performance of the FIC. Responsibilities of the FIC's internal departments
are discussed in section 4 of this report: Structure of the FIC.
MANDATE
The FIC was established in terms of the Financial Intelligence Centre Act (2001) (the FIC Act).
The FIC Act works in concert with the Prevention of Organised Crime Act (1998) and the
Protection of Constitutional Democracy against Terrorist and Related Activities Act (2004).
The FIC Act established the FIC to assist in:





Identifying the proceeds of unlawful activities
Combating money laundering activities
Combating financing of terrorist and related activities
Sharing information with law enforcement and other local and international agencies.

The FIC Act requires all businesses to report suspicious financial transactions. It also introduces
a regulatory framework of measures requiring certain categories of business to take steps
regarding client identification, record-keeping, the appointment of a compliance officer, reporting
of information and internal compliance structures. These requirements apply to a broad range
of financial and non-financial institutions, and define the anti-money laundering responsibilities
of supervisory bodies.
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

The primary activities of the FIC are to:

DIRECTOR
Mr Murray Michell



ACTING CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
Ms Maleshini Naidoo




Make information that it collects available to investigating authorities,
supervisory bodies, intelligence services and the South African Revenue
Service (SARS) to facilitate the administration and enforcement of the
laws of the Republic
Exchange information with similar bodies in other countries
Monitor and give guidance to accountable institutions, supervisory bodies
and individuals regarding their compliance with the provisions of the FIC
Act
Supervise and enforce compliance with the FIC Act and to facilitate
effective supervision and enforcement by supervisory bodies
Contribute to the global framework against money laundering and the
financing of terrorism
Develop policy options for the Minister of Finance based on an assessment
of the available financial intelligence.

POSTAL ADDRESS
Private Bag X177
Centurion 0046
South Africa



TELEPHONE
+27 12 641 6000



FAX
+27 12 641 6435

ACRONYMS

WEBSITE
www.fic.gov.za
BANKERS
Standard Bank
INTERNAL AUDITORS
Business Innovation Group
EXTERNAL AUDITORS
Auditor-General of South Africa



CTR
CCR
EFT
ESAAMLG
FATF
FIC Act
FIC Amendment Act
FIC
FIU
ICT
SARB
SARS
STR

Cash threshold report
Cash courier report
Electronic funds transfer
Eastern and Southern Africa Anti-Money
Laundering Group
Financial Action Task Force
Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 38 of 2001
Financial Intelligence Centre Amendment Act,11
of 2008
Financial Intelligence Centre
Financial intelligence unit (generic term)
Information and Communications Technology
South African Reserve Bank
South African Revenue Service
Suspicious transaction report
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2. REPORT OF THE
ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY
Consolidating South Africa's financial intelligence

South Africa and the FIC are active in the global effort to track the proceeds of crime, fight
money laundering and combat the financing of terrorism. The FIC made tangible progress in
these areas over the reporting period.
During 2010/11, we began to consolidate financial intelligence1, supported by stronger
partnerships with the private sector, increased compliance with the FIC Act and growing interagency co-operation. In fact, the reporting period saw a marked increase in partnerships,
compliance and co-operation.
This progress has important consequences for South Africa's development. As investigating
and prosecuting agencies make greater use of such information, it will become harder for
organised crime to disguise ill-gotten proceeds, and to move such funds around within or
beyond South Africa's borders. The chances of detecting criminal financial transactions will
be higher. And over time, South Africa will increase its capability to identify illicit monetary
flows moving in and out of the country.
Strengthening the financial intelligence system is a long-term, complex endeavour, but the
benefits are very real, and the country has already begun to realise the value of this effort.
The FIC's work contributes to government's outcome of fighting crime. It also underpins the
integrity of the financial sector, contributing to economic growth and job creation.

International environment

The FIC operates in a dynamic international environment. Every day, enormous flows of capital
and cash move around the world. An unquantifiable portion of these monetary flows is the
result of criminal activity. Often, such proceeds are disguised in highly complex arrangements,
requiring specialised detection skills. The FIC and its counterparts develop typologies to assess
threats posed by criminal activities and feed these to governmental, investigating and prosecuting

1For purposes of the FIC's work, financial intelligence refers to receiving, analysing and disseminating to the
relevant authorities disclosures of financial information concerning suspected proceeds of crime, or required
by legislation or regulation.
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authorities. Global regulatory bodies continuously review the policy environment
in which financial intelligence units (FIUs) operate, developing supporting standards
and policies based on these assessments.
South Africa is the only African member of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF),
which sets international standards in financial intelligence, backed by the support
of its 36 member states. At a regional level, South Africa takes part in the 14member Eastern and Southern Africa Anti-Money Laundering Group (ESAAMLG).
The FIC leads South Africa's representation in both of these organisations. Also,
the FIC itself is one of a handful of African members of the Egmont Group, an
international organisation of 120 FIUs. The mandates and activities of these bodies
are detailed elsewhere in this report.
The FIC assumes a high degree of responsibility for South Africa's participation
in the activities of these organisations, draws on their vast experience, contributes
to the global body of knowledge and is itself affected by changes in the international
policy environment. For example, the FIC is participating in an international review
of FIU standards. We are also developing a risk-based approach to compliance
with the legislation.
Precisely because organised crime knows no boundaries, countries and agencies,
such as the FIC, share information and experiences to identify the proceeds of
crime. Through such co-operation, South Africa has been able to participate in
global efforts to identify and quantify illicit financial flows, pinpoint tax havens and
assist in the repatriation of stolen assets. We have helped to identify the activities
of transnational organised crime, including fraud, smuggling, human trafficking,
the narcotics trade and the stripping of natural resources.
The effects of the global financial crisis remain at the top of the policy agenda.
Efforts continue to focus on tightening financial architecture, reducing the risk of
contagion, and reinforcing the stability of banking systems. There is also a drive
to identify high-risk jurisdictions where financial controls are inadequate, particularly
concerning money laundering and the financing of terrorism. These initiatives
continue to place demands on the FIC.

South Africa and the FIC are committed to strengthening the international financial
intelligence framework. As the only African FATF member, our perspective is
informed by developmental priorities in the strengthening of approaches to
combating money laundering and the financing of terrorism, including the
establishment of FIUs in Africa. There has been significant progress in this area,
as discussed in the box below. However, many countries still need to do more in
this area. To support this process, the FIC offers its regional counterparts assistance
and support on request.

Strengthening African financial intelligence
The FATF and the Egmont Group held a Joint Experts Meeting in Cape Town
from 15-19 November 2010. The FIC hosted the event on behalf of the South
African government. This meeting was a milestone:






For the first time, the FATF and the Egmont Group met in joint sessions
to consider international trends, with more than 200 delegates representing
the primary policy, investigative and enforcement agencies in global
financial intelligence
The African anti-money laundering agenda took centre stage in these
deliberations, with the participation of dozens of African jurisdictions and
a stepped-up commitment to strengthen FIUs on the continent
The workshop provided an opportunity for FIUs to identify their technical
assistance and support needs.

Working groups addressed global trends and ways to combat money laundering
and the financing of terrorism by developing typologies on:






The impact of the global financial crisis
Maritime piracy
Trafficking in human beings
FIU operational issues
Information exchange and international co-operation.
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The Egmont Group held a full-day workshop with 21 African jurisdictions to
promote the establishment and development of FIUs more widely across the
continent. This meeting was highly successful, and will boost national efforts
to establish effective sovereign FIUs, along with more focused provision of
technical assistance. On the closing day of the conference, the FATF sponsored
a similarly fruitful workshop to address how African states can develop frameworks
to combat money laundering and financing of terrorism, including adherence
to international standards and working to achieve effective inter-agency cooperation.
Egmont and the FATF recognise Africa's strategic importance in combating
money laundering and the financing of terrorism. In Eastern and Southern
Africa, only three FIUs (South Africa, Mauritius and Malawi) have developed
sufficiently to join Egmont. In West Africa, Côte d'Ivoire, Nigeria and Senegal
are Egmont members. Establishment of an FIU signals a political commitment
to financial intelligence, but African countries face particular challenges in
ensuring that all national institutions work in concert and harmonise their work
with that of other FIUs and agencies.
The FIC will continue to work to strengthen the global framework to detect the
proceeds of crime, with a particular focus on building African FIUs, while promoting
inter-agency co-operation and partnerships with the private sector in South Africa.
Work on these interlinked objectives will gain momentum as a result of the Joint
Experts Meeting.
Towards the end of the reporting period, in accordance with South Africa's
international obligations, the FIC issued advisory notes concerning United Nations
Security Council Resolutions (UNSCR) on Libya and Côte d'Ivoire. In its advisory
on UNSCR 1970 (2011) and 1973 (2011) on Libya, the FIC cautioned financial
institutions against becoming exposed to transactions or business relationships
that could facilitate the provision of funds to listed persons or entities and their
relevant associates. The FIC issued similar advice to financial institutions in
response to UNSCR 1975 (2011) on Côte d'Ivoire.
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Developments in South Africa
On the domestic front, several important developments helped to strengthen our
work over the past year.
The legislation underpinning the formation of the Directorate for Priority Crime
Investigation ("the Hawks") includes a role for the FIC. This creates certain
operational obligations for the FIC, and over the reporting period we have worked
into this role, assessing how best to support the directorate in combating priority
crime, and ensuring that financial intelligence is used to good effect. This has also
given new impetus to the need for the FIC to expand its national capability by
opening regional offices.
The FIC is a support agency to law enforcement, offering financial intelligence
as a product. It takes skills, resources, preparedness and willingness to use this
product in investigations. The FIC accordingly takes part in several bodies that
are addressing issues of corruption and transparency in government's supply
chain and procurement processes. These are discussed in greater detail in
section 2 of this report. Last year, the Multi-Agency Working Group, in which the
FIC participates, revealed about R25 billion in corrupt activities associated with
tenders.
The FIC's mandate is to assist in identifying the proceeds of crime, combat money
laundering and the financing of terrorist activity. To meet its obligations, the FIC
has access to various sources of financial, administrative and law enforcement
information, including:






Suspicious transaction reports (STRs) from accountable and reporting
institutions, businesses or individuals with statutory reporting obligations
STRs act as "triggers" that may suggest financial wrongdoing
Cash threshold reports (CTRs) on amounts of R25 000 and above
Cross-border monetary flows by arrangement with the South African
Reserve Bank (SARB)
Non-publicly available databases maintained by government agencies
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Commercial databases on legal entities and property ownership
Information shared with other FIUs
Open information sources.

The FIC produces balanced reports, and is mandated to disseminate this information
to domestic authorities for investigation or action. These authorities include
investigating authorities, supervisory bodies, intelligence services and SARS. We
also share information with similar bodies in other countries and contribute to the
global policy framework. We monitor and give guidance to institutions in terms
of the FIC Act. Our reputation depends on the integrity, accuracy and reliability
of the financial intelligence we provide.




Empowers the FIC and supervisory bodies to issue compliance directives
Provides for the registration of accountable and reporting institutions.

When the amendments to the FIC Act came into effect, a number of changes
were also made to the lists of accountable institutions and supervisory bodies.
By the close of the financial year, 8 661 entities had registered with the FIC. This
boosts certainty for the reporting institutions and supervisory bodies, which now
know exactly who is liable to report, and increases available financial intelligence
data.

During the reporting period, the FIC Amendment Act came into effect. This improves
the financial intelligence framework by reinforcing compliance and oversight.
Before the amendments took effect, there were many obligations on reporting
institutions, but no administrative powers to enforce those obligations and penalise
non-compliance. The only route to penalise non-compliance was through criminal
prosecution - a time-consuming process that is not likely to correct the causes
underlying compliance failure.

Two new reporting streams mentioned above have contributed to a large increase
in raw data. From October 2010, the FIC began receiving CTRs on all transactions
of R25 000 and above. All such cash transactions (notes, coins and traveller's
cheques) must be communicated to the FIC by banks, motor vehicle dealers,
casinos and so on. Between 1 October 2010 and 31 March 2011, the FIC had
received 1.3 million such reports involving an estimated value of at least R32.5
billion. By agreement with the SARB, the FIC now receives reports on crossborder transactions, and analyses this information to identify cases where the
proceeds of crime may be involved.

The FIC Amendment Act:

The FIFA 2010 World Cup proved a catalyst to bolster inter-agency co-








Provides certainty, clarifying the mandates of supervisory bodies to oversee
and enforce compliance with the FIC Act
Gives supervisory bodies and the FIC the powers to inspect accountable
institutions. An inspectorate is to be established within the FIC
Gives supervisory bodies and the FIC powers to impose administrative
sanctions for non-compliance, ranging from a caution to a financial penalty
not exceeding R10 million for natural persons, and R50 million for any
legal person
Introduces an appeal board, with administrative support from the FIC, to
be established
Retains an option of criminal prosecution for contraventions of the FIC
Act and increases the criminal sanctions to 15 years' imprisonment and
a fine of R100 million, or imprisonment for five years and a fine of
R10 million

operation and the FIC's partnership with the private sector.

FIFA World Cup: Scoring with financial intelligence
The FIC participated in the National Joint Operations Centre during the World
Cup. Our roles were to share information about suspicious or unusual financial
activity, provide financial transaction and bank account information, and conduct
financial profiling. The FIC sourced information from global counterparts and
was empowered to freeze bank accounts for up to five days. During the event:




Eleven FIC staff were assigned to the National Joint Operations Centre
each day
The FIC participated in 14 criminal investigations
The FIC provided financial intelligence to other agencies on numerous
subjects and entities.
financial intelligence centre annual report 2010/11
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The World Cup marked a new level of co-operation between government
agencies, and a new level of engagement with the private sector. Examples
of our contribution to this joint effort are profiled below.

Accommodation scams

The FIC helped in the investigation of accommodation scams targeting overseas
visitors. Syndicates advertised bogus bookings over the internet, and demanded
large deposits to "secure" reservations. Unsuspecting tourists were lured to
deposit funds, and the booking agents would subsequently disappear and
were no longer contactable.
In one case, an individual was asked to deposit R18 000 into the account of
a third party. The victim duly made an electronic transfer, and only realised
that she was a victim when the guest lodge said it had no reservation.
The FIC discovered that the account into which the funds were deposited was
owned by a South African who had previously been reported for suspicious
overseas remittances. Furthermore, the account was linked to 419 scams; it
was held in a third country under a different name.
Credit card cloning syndicate
"Skimming" is a type of credit card fraud in which card details are copied and
sold to a criminal or criminal syndicate. This international phenomenon is
widespread in South Africa's hospitality industry.
The FIC learned about the arrest of a card-cloning syndicate led by a corrupt
policeman with contacts in retail shops. His collaborators would skim the credit
cards of customers, and forward these details to other members of the
syndicate, who would purchase luxury goods. Police searches uncovered
credit cards stolen from World Cup tourists, along with skimming devices and
other materials.
The FIC analysed the information and the financial profiles of the syndicate
members, supported by data obtained from reporting institutions. We discovered
that the members of the syndicate were living beyond their means. In addition,

8
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some of their financial statements reflected suspiciously large transactions.
A financial intelligence product was generated to assist with investigation and
prosecution.
During the tournament, our co-operation with the private sector took the form of
a 24-hour, seven-day operation. Banks, in particular, established a capability to
assist the FIC in supporting law enforcement efforts during this period. This has
improved working relationships, and the FIC intends to sustain this level of cooperation. Over the period, the FIC also established new reporting relationships
with motor vehicle dealers, money dealers and gold coin exchanges.
The evidence suggests that during 2010/11, accountable and reporting institutions
stepped up compliance with their reporting obligations under the FIC Act. This is
the result of increased collaboration with the private sector - banks in particular
- and the strengthened regulatory environment, bolstered by law enforcement
activity. While there is still much room for improvement, the strengthened compliance
levels are a solid platform on which to build. The FIC intends to support this
process by finding ways to make the compliance process less burdensome. We
continue to design our systems to support the goal of a smoother process, in
large measure through improvements to Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) systems.
The FIC lens will also begin to focus on the stripping of South Africa's natural
resources. The proceeds of crime are not always linked to narcotics or financial
scams. Recent events suggest that the theft of South Africa's flora and fauna such as rhino horns - which seems to involve organised crime, is a concern for
financial intelligence. Such activity denudes both South Africa's environment and
our future levels of economic activity.
Organisational challenges
The FIC is addressing two long-term internal challenges: staff recruitment and
ICT systems.


The FIC has not expanded as rapidly as it could or should have. There
are two reasons for this. First, while recruitment has indeed taken place,
people with the specialised skills needed are in high demand in the labour
market. This translates into a high staff turnover rate. Second, the FIC

2. REPORT OF THE ACCOUNTING AUTHORITY



is constantly consolidating its operations, while working to push the
boundaries as its workload expands. We are addressing this with a new
career management model and internal training
The FIC failed to spend the budget as planned because of the constraint
in capacity resulting from the shortage of specialised skills in the market
Over the past year we have brought on board new reporting streams
associated with the FIC Amendment Act. The FIC is able to receive a
great deal of new information, but this has put increased pressure on ICT
systems. This is being managed and the systems are being strengthened.

Assistance for refugees and asylum seekers
During the second half of 2010, the FIC, Department of Home Affairs and the
Consortium for Refugees and Asylum Seekers in South Africa reached an
agreement that paved the way for financial institutions to provide basic financial
services to refugees and asylum seekers. The identification verification
requirements of the FIC Act made it difficult for many such individuals to transact
in local banks.
Now, financial institutions are allowed to rely on the documents issued to asylum
seekers by Home Affairs. Banks are, however, required to verify the authenticity
of such documents with Home Affairs when asylum seekers apply to open
accounts.







The consumption of FIC financial intelligence products rose by 62 percent
from the prior year, with 697 referrals to law enforcement agencies and
495 requests for support in domestic investigations. The FIC conducted
192 compliance engagements with reporting and supervisory bodies
The value of FIC referrals to law enforcement agencies exceeded R4.7
billion
STRs made to the FIC reached 36 990, which is 26 percent up from
2009/10
The FIC hosted a joint experts meeting that brought together world leaders
in financial intelligence, and contributed to building capacity on the African
continent.

The details of these highlights are contained in the next section of this report,
which reviews the FIC's performance against strategic objectives.
Over the period ahead, the FIC will strengthen its efforts to build a country that
is safe for all. We will continue to identify the proceeds of crime, and work to protect
the integrity of the financial system to enable economic growth and development.
We will respond to growing demand from law enforcement and investigating
agencies, and become more agile in our operations and use of resources. We will
continue to build on the strengthened platforms of inter-agency co-operation and
partnerships with South Africa's private sector.

Conclusion
The reporting period saw South Africa make progress in consolidating the framework
and systems for financial intelligence:




The FIC Amendment Act came into force, strengthening certainty and the
compliance mandate
CTRs and cross-border transaction reporting resulted in two new, large
data streams
The FIFA World Cup served as a catalyst for stepped-up inter-agency
co-operation, and strengthened partnerships between the FIC and the
private sector - particularly South Africa's major banks

Murray Michell
DIRECTOR
FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE CENTRE
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
INFORMATION ON PRE-DETERMINED OBJECTIVES
This section reviews the FIC's progress in realising the performance objectives outlined in its
strategic plan for the reporting period.

OVERALL PERFORMANCE
Aim of vote
FIC funds are voted on the National Treasury budget.
Summary of programmes
The FIC has a relatively small budget and is not funded along programme lines. Performance
reporting is aligned with strategic objectives determined by the FIC. The FIC had six strategic
objectives during the reporting period.
Strategic objectives for 2010/11







Improved consumption of FIC products and services
Encourage greater compliance by accountable institutions and the public
Enhance financial intelligence capacity in Eastern and Southern Africa
Strengthen South Africa's financial intelligence framework
Develop and commission FIC's information and communications technology system
Become a more sustainable and capable institution.

Overview of service delivery environment for 2010/11
The primary factors affecting the service delivery environment were the FIC's increased level
of collaboration with the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigation, amendments to the FIC
Act that came into effect, and CTR obligations. These and other matters are discussed in
section 1: Report of the Accounting Authority.
Overview of organisational environment for 2010/11
The FIC is a statutory body that operates outside the public service, but within the public
administration, as envisaged in section 195 of the Constitution. It is registered as a public 3(A)
entity in terms of the PFMA. The Director of the FIC, who is also the accounting authority,
reports directly to the Minister of Finance and to Parliament.

10
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The FIC is funded from the national fiscus, develops its own budget and manages
its own funds. The organisation operates within the government's three-year
planning and budgeting cycle, which includes the formulation of strategic goals
for annual performance reporting.
During 2010/11, the FIC spent R45 388 000 less than budgeted, mainly as a result
of inability to expand human resource capacity at the anticipated rate. This has
impacted on certain specialised operations, such as those of analysis and
compliance enforcement. In addition, savings have been made on ICT expenditure.
During the reporting period the Chief Financial Officer was dismissed. An amount
of R281 000 reported as irregular expenditure relates to an employee who is
alleged to have committed financial misconduct in 2009. Criminal proceedings
were still under way at the end of this reporting period.
Key policy developments and legislative changes
The primary policy/legislative changes involved the FIC Act amendments, which
came into effect during the reporting period. For discussion of these matters see
section 1: Report of the Accounting Authority.

PERFORMANCE ON STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES
IMPROVED CONSUMPTION OF FIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
The FIC made progress in this area. Greater use of financial intelligence by the
relevant authorities reflects both growing awareness of the importance of such
intelligence, and increased levels of co-operation between the FIC, other state
agencies and the private sector.

The total value of referrals to law enforcement agencies during the period was
R4.7 billion.
The FIC's work during the 2010 FIFA World Cup contributed significantly to
increasing law enforcement referrals. The FIC ran a 24-hour operation seven days
a week during the tournament in collaboration with other agencies. This resulted
in the generation of large amounts of short-turnaround financial intelligence, such
as reports on fraudulent bank accounts, ticket scams or other practices intended
to conceal the proceeds of crime.
The FIC strengthened its relationships with law enforcement agencies, particularly
the Directorate for Priority Crime Investigations. This led to a large increase in the
number of organised crime investigations in which FIC analysis was called upon.
These included investigations focused on narcotics, money laundering and
environmental crime.
Suspicious transaction reports
As a result of the FIC's enhanced compliance regime, and co-operation by entities
obliged to report under the FIC Act, the FIC received 36 990 STRs during the
reporting period - a 26 percent increase on the prior year. The vast majority (94
percent) came from financial entities. The table below shows a sharp increase in
the number of STRs each year since the FIC was established. This trend is a
result of interventions by the FIC and the co-operation of private sector institutions
- particularly banks.

Growing co-operation with law enforcement
Consumption of FIC products increased by 62 percent from the prior financial
year, with sharp increases in both investigation referrals to law enforcement
agencies (697) and requests for support in domestic investigations (495). There
were also more requests for assistance in international investigations. See the
accompanying output tables for details.

financial intelligence centre annual report 2010/11
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Table 1: Suspicious transaction reports
Financial year

Figure 1: Crime-related funds frozen by the FIC

Number of STRs

Accumulated total

2002/03

991

991

2003/04

7480

8 471

2004/05

15 757

24 228

2005/06

19 793

44 021

2006/07

21 466

65 487

2007/08

24 580

90 067

2008/09

22 762

112 829

2009/10

29 411

142 240

2010/11

36 990

179 230

R0.05 million

R0.24 million

During 2010/11, the FIC identified various direct connections between criminal
conduct and financial benefit, and froze relevant accounts to enable government
agencies to secure the proceeds of crime. The FIC froze just over R6.7 million
in bank accounts to enable the Asset Forfeiture Unit to preserve these amounts.
The FIC emphasises quality, rather than quantity. The aim is to provide highquality, timely and actionable financial intelligence rather than larger volumes of
lower-quality intelligence, much of which cannot be acted upon. This development
has resulted in increased interaction with investigators. Our risk-based approach
is designed to target high-impact cases involving large amounts of money and
greater numbers of people.
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R6.5 million
Drugs

Fraud - theft

Tax Evasion

3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
Uncovering an illegal pyramid scheme
During the past year, the FIC referred two STRs to the South African Police
Service based on suspicions that a community-based pyramid scheme was
drawing on the investments of poor people using false promises. The Bellville
commercial crime branch in Cape Town opened an investigation.
On visiting the subject's residence, the police observed a long queue of people
in front of the house who explained that they were investing money that would
deliver huge dividends by the end of the week. Further investigation confirmed
the subject's involvement in pyramid scheme activities. Important evidence was
seized from the residence.
After conferring with the police, the banks froze the relevant accounts. The
subject approached the court to overturn the hold on his accounts. Meanwhile,
the Asset Forfeiture Unit requested the FIC to place a section 34 hold on the
relevant accounts, and the FIC identified two additional accounts. The accounts
remain frozen.
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1. IMPROVED CONSUMPTION OF FIC PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Objectives
1.1

(i) To enhance consumption of
FICs financial intelligence
products by intelligence, law
enforcement and investigating
authorities and other
stakeholders in criminal justice
system.

Measure/Indicator
(i) Use of intelligence
products by
intelligence, law
enforcement and
investigating agencies
and other relevant
stakeholders in the
criminal justice
system.

Target
performance
(i) 30% increase in
use of intelligence
products from the
prior fiscal period.

Actual performance

Reasons for deviations and
corrective action plan

(i) Consumption of all FIC products
(i) Target achieved.
increased by 62% from 2009 to 2010.
Referrals for investigation to law
enforcement agencies increased by
111% (331 referrals in 2009/10, 697
in 2010/11).
Requests for support in investigations
increased by 26% from 393 in
2009/10 to 495 in 2010/11.
Requests for support in foreign
investigations increased by 35% from
83 in 2009/10 to 112 in 2010/11.

1.2

(ii) To provide timely responses
to requests for financial
intelligence products by law
enforcement agencies and
investigating authorities.

(ii) Timely responses
to requests.

(ii) 90% of requests
responded to within
agreed response
time.

(ii) Responded to 59% of requests
within agreed period.
Received 607 requests for financial
intelligence and support in foreign
and domestic investigations.

(ii) Target not met because of
capacity constraints, the
sharp increase in the number
of requests for information as
well the significant scope of
work in some matters.
Additional resources will be
recruited as identified in the
recruitment plan.
Current scope assessment
methodology and preanalysis methods to be
enhanced.

14
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GREATER COMPLIANCE BY ACCOUNTABLE INSTITUTIONS
AND THE PUBLIC
South Africa's ability to identify the proceeds of crime depends on strong partnerships
between the FIC and all those organisations required to report under the FIC Act.
By going beyond the minimum level of formal compliance, businesses can improve
their role as corporate citizens. The FIC observed a marked increase in compliance
during the reporting period.
Compliance reviews and stakeholder engagements
The FIC monitors and guides accountable and reporting institutions, supervisory
bodies and other persons regarding their compliance with the FIC Act. In total,
21 business sectors vulnerable to money laundering are required to fulfil these
obligations. During 2010/11, the FIC conducted, in partnership with supervisory
bodies, 192 compliance engagements with partner organisations in reporting
industries. These reviews highlighted progress achieved, as well as some
deficiencies.
The FIC focused on more thorough engagements to build and strengthen
relationships with key partners, rather than the volume of such engagements.
From December 2010, the FIC concentrated on registering accountable institutions
and rolling out the CTR process.
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Table 2: Compliance reviews conducted, 2006/07  2010/11
Supervisory body

Industry/sector

National Gambling Board

Casinos

National Gambling Board

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

27

24

7

35

15

Bookmakers

-

42

43

28

50

Estate Agency Affairs Board
SARB (Exchange Control
Department)

Estate Agents
Authorised dealers with limited
authority

8

13

27

11

2

16

25

43

21

21

Financial Services Board

Insurance companies

-

52

16

-

1

Financial Services Board

-

26

3

25

6

-

24

30

4

21

JSE Limited

Financial services providers
Collective investment scheme
managers
JSE stockbrokers and authorised
users of the Bond exchange

-

3

9

19

4

Law Society of South Africa

Attorneys

-

-

27

29

29

Independent Regulatory Body for Auditors Auditors

-

-

-

-

2

Financial Intelligence Centre

-

27

30

27

41

51

236

235

199

192

Financial Services Board

Postbank

Total

16

2006/07
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Inspectorate
Under the amended FIC Act, the FIC is tasked with monitoring compliance and
establishing an inspectorate to enforce administrative sanctions for non-compliance
and, if necessary, to refer the matter to investigating authorities for criminal
prosecution. This entails establishing an enforcement approach, a framework for
administrative sanctions and prosecution, and an appeal board. Work proceeded
in this area but was not completed, largely for reasons outside the FIC's control.
Much of the responsibility for implementing financial intelligence legislation lies
with supervisory bodies that need to establish their own enforcement capacity in
terms of the FIC Act. The Minister of Finance will establish the appeal body.
Risk-based approach
In line with FATF recommendations, the FIC and accountable and reporting
institutions are encouraged to adopt a risk-based approach to detecting the
proceeds of crime, including money laundering and the financing of terrorism. In
the financial intelligence context, risk assessment means identifying certain
suspicious behaviours or practices. This requires the affected institutions to adopt
risk-management processes specific to their own work - whether as businesses
or as regulatory bodies. Risk management is about information and analysis.
Businesses must know their clients, and the FIC must be aware, based on
extensive data and analysis, of the vehicles typically used to hide or transmit the
proceeds of crime - such as trusts.

Responses to public queries
The registration of accountable and reporting institutions resulted in a sharp spike
in public queries. We received 12 343 queries from members of the public,
accountable institutions and supervisory bodies - more than 23 times the number
of queries in the previous year (529). The increase resulted from the registration
of accountable and reporting institutions under the FIC Amendment Act. The
volume of this increase put pressure on the FIC's systems.
We organised to meet this demand, staffing telephone lines, attending to email
queries, issuing automated FAQ responses and so on. The FIC responded promptly
to 6 636 email queries and 5 707 telephonic queries, and adopted procedures to
ensure that inquiries were promptly addressed.

The FIC produced a first draft of a risk-based framework during 2010/11, but more
work and consultation is needed before this document can be approved. Legislative
changes may be necessary in the medium term to meet the requirement of a riskbased approach in the FIC Act.
Profiling cash-in-transit robberies
The Hawks asked the FIC to compile profiles and provide information on a list
of subjects linked to cash-in-transit robberies. Through in-depth profiling and
financial analysis, the FIC established that all of the subjects were or had
previously been employed by security companies. The FIC's findings help the
police to understand how such robberies are conducted, and highlight the need
for firms to conduct due diligence on their employees.
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2.

IMPROVED FIC ACT COMPLIANCE OF ACCOUNTABLE INSTITUTIONS AND SOCIETY IN GENERAL
Objectives

2.1 To undertake
administrative actions and
assist in criminal
prosecutions relating to
non-compliance in pursuit
of improved compliance of
FIC Act.

Measure/Indicator
(i) Establish and capacitate
inspectorate and regulatory
enforcement capability.

Target performance

Actual performance

(i) Inspectorate and
(i) Preparation for establishing
regulatory
inspectorate completed, including
enforcement capability
framework, manuals, job
established based on
descriptions for enforcement
requirements: Q4.
officials, process maps and
comparative legislative research.
Facilities for location of appeal
board secured; three nominations
received for board membership;
and enforcement manager
appointed.

Reasons for deviations
and corrective action plan
(i) Raising of enforcement
capability in progress.
Supervisory bodies are
establishing capacity and
capability to implement FIC
Act enforcement regimes.

70 voluntary compliance reviews
conducted:
 41 compliance reviews
 29 compliance reviews of
attorneys.

18

(ii) Administrative actions taken (ii) Administrative
according to plan
actions taken.

(ii) No administrative actions were
taken.

(ii) Refer to (i) above.

(iii) Report on the support
provided.

(iii) 122 joint compliance reviews
conducted with supervisory bodies:
 6 financial services providers
 1 long-term insurer
 21 collective investment
scheme managers
 4 Johannesburg Stock

(iii) Target achieved.
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(iii) Report on support
provided: Q4
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Objectives

Measure/Indicator

Target performance

Actual performance







2.2 To provide training to
designated external
stakeholders with respect
to their obligations under
the FIC Act.

(i) Approved training plan.

(i) Stakeholders for
training identified and
plan approved: Q2.

(ii) Approved training material.

(ii) Training material
compiled: Q3.

(iii) Report on training provided (iii) Report on training
according to plan.
provided according to
plan: Q4.

Reasons for deviations
and corrective action plan

Exchange members
2 auditors
15 casinos
50 bookmakers
21 authorised dealers in
foreign exchange with limited
authority
2 estate agents.

Reports compiled on each review,
enabling sector review at financial
year end.
(i) Stakeholders communication and
public awareness plan approved in
Q2.

(i) Target achieved.

(ii) Public awareness material
compiled on registration, reporting
streams and FIC Amendment Act in
Q3.

(ii) Target achieved.

(iii) 75 training sessions conducted:
 20 motor vehicle dealers
 3 Kruger rand dealers
 2 banks
 5 bookmakers/ totalisators
 1 JSE member
 1 money remitter
 16 Financial Services Board
entities
18
estate agents

3
trust
entities

 1 attorney

(iii) Target achieved.
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Objectives

Measure/Indicator

Target performance

Actual performance
1 Postbank
3 authorised dealers in
foreign exchange with limited
authority
 1 provincial gambling board.
(i) Finalised and approved document
on risk-based requirements for
compliance management in Q4.

Reasons for deviations
and corrective action plan




2.3 To develop a risk-based
approach to compliance
management and
oversight.

20

i) Compile requirements for
compliance management.

(i) Risk-based
requirements to
compliance
management compiled
and approved: Q4.

(ii) Oversight framework
compiled.

(ii) First version of
oversight framework
reviewed and new
proposals approved:
Q4.
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(i) Target achieved.

(ii) First version framework document (ii) Further consultations
approved.
with supervisory bodies
planned to expand
understanding of risk-based
compliance.
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ENHANCE INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION AND STRENGTHEN
FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE IN EASTERN AND SOUTHERN
AFRICA
South Africa and the FIC are active in the global effort to combat money laundering
and financing of terrorism. This is demonstrated through our participation in three
international bodies: the FATF and ESAAMLG, in which the FIC heads delegations
representing the South African government, and the Egmont Group, of which the
FIC is a member. Our participation contributes to enhanced governance and
financial intelligence capacity in Southern and Eastern Africa.
South Africa's commitments to combat money laundering and the financing of
terrorism are part of its broader aim to ensure a sound and stable financial system
characterised by integrity and expanded public access, creating an environment
that is conducive to investment that can be harnessed for socioeconomic
development. Having strong regulatory frameworks in place is one precondition
for securing international market confidence. Without such confidence, governments
generally find it very difficult - and very costly - to obtain finance and investment
to develop their economies. Moreover, South Africa recognises that if regional
anti-money laundering/combating financing of terrorism regulation and enforcement
is weak or porous, our own economy is at risk.

Finland, France, Germany, Greece, the Gulf Co-operation Council, Hong Kong,
Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Portugal, the Russian Federation, Singapore, South Africa, South
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United Kingdom and the United
States. India has observer status.
Eastern and Southern Africa Anti-Money Laundering Group
ESAAMLG is a regional body subscribing to global standards to combat money
laundering and the financing of terrorism. Its 14 member states are: Botswana,
Kenya, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa,
Swaziland, Seychelles, Tanzania, Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe.
South Africa is sponsoring the FIUs of Namibia, Zambia, Mozambique, Lesotho,
Seychelles and Tanzania to become members of the Egmont Group. Membership
requires the active support from two existing Egmont members. A candidate FIU
must demonstrate that a sound legislative framework is being implemented in its
country, and that the FIU itself has adequate capabilities. As part of its sponsorship,
the FIC assists with practical guidance and advice, sharing of relevant organisational
information, rules for data integrity and statistics, and on-the-job training.

International co-operation

Egmont Group
The Egmont Group is an international association of 120 financial intelligence
units. The FIC joined Egmont in 2003 and subscribes to its charter.

Requests received for collaboration from our international counterparts increased
by 35 percent, from 83 in the prior year to 112 in 2010/11. Three factors contributed
to this increase: the signing of six additional memoranda of understanding with
financial intelligence bodies in other countries; the growing number of international
investigations that touch on South Africa; partly as a result of technical assistance
provided by the FIC. To date, the FIC has strategic co-operation agreements with
its counterparts in 24 countries.

Financial Action Task Force
The FATF is a global standards-setting body backed by the political commitment
of its 36 member states. South Africa is the only African member of the task
force. The FATF is made up of the following member states: Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, the European Commission,

In November 2010 the Egmont Group and the FATF co-sponsored a Joint Experts
Meeting in Cape Town. The FIC hosted this event on behalf of South Africa. The
successful meeting brought together, for the first time ever, the key players in
global financial intelligence, along with up-and-coming African FIUs. Participants
were able to network and share information, which will allow them to reflect on

Global co-operation to identify the proceeds of crime
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how they can improve their own work in a national context. The meetings will also
strengthen the fight against money laundering and financing of terrorism on African
soil.
Additional matters related to the FATF are discussed at some length in the next
section.

Inter-agency co-operation brings Ponzi scheme to a halt
The FIC co-ordinated an inter-agency task team that tackled the largest Ponzi
scheme yet to operate in South Africa. The total estimated value for the South
African leg of the scheme is over R12 billion.
The scheme drew in several hundreds of "investors" who contributed substantial
funds to import anti-retroviral drugs, based on the promise of large percentage
payouts. As the economic recession hit home globally, the funds to pay out
investors at the promised rates dried up and the scheme was revealed.
The task team was made up of agencies in the Justice and National Treasury
departments. The FIC provided the financial intelligence that helped participating
agencies to co-ordinate a targeted investigation and to identify information used
as evidence for eventual prosecution.
Perpetrators' accounts were frozen and some assets were confiscated. The
task team also developed a list of all scheme investors, facilitators and
administrators.
The investigation was supported by the FIC's partnerships with FIUs in several
other countries. International co-operation helped the FIC to establish the cash
flow pattern, the accounts involved and the method of laundering money. This
information was given to other agencies and helped direct the investigation.
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3. IMPROVED ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING/COMBATING FINANCING OF TERRORISM CAPACITY IN THE ESAAMLG REGION
Objectives
3.1 To improve the FICs
understanding of the scope of
and need for technical
assistance within ESAAMLG
region necessary to
strengthen the regions antimoney laundering/combating
financing of terrorism
regimes.
3.2 To provide technical
assistance and support on
request to countries within
the ESAAMLG region to
strengthen their anti-money
laundering/ combating
financing of terrorism
regimes.

3.3 To provide assistance and
support to the ESAAMLG
Secretariat.

Measure/Indicator

Target performance

Actual performance

(i) Report on priorities and (i) Report approved: Q2. (i) Target not achieved.
needs for technical
assistance within
ESAAMLG region.

Reasons for deviations and corrective
action plan
(i) Insufficient available information on
technical assistance needs in region. As
a result, technical assistance provided
on case-by-case basis upon request.
Countries technical assistance needs
will be assessed based on nature of
requests received and assistance will be
provided accordingly.

(i) Approved framework
for supply of technical
assistance.*
(ii) Responses to
requests for support.

(ii) 100% of requests
responded to.

(ii) 100% of requests
responded to:
 Facilitated FIC staff
visit to Mozambique
to provide
assistance to FIU.
 Provided information
in response to
queries to authorities
in Namibia and
Zambia.
(I) Report on assistance to (I) Approved report: Q4. (i) Report completed and
be provided.
approved.

(ii) Target achieved.

(i) Target achieved.

* This target was an output and achieved in 2009/10 and is therefore not restated.
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IMPROVE SOUTH AFRICA'S FINANCIAL INTELLIGENCE
FRAMEWORK
A step forward for certainty, compliance and oversight

On 1 December 2010, the amendments to the FIC Act came into effect, marking
a major strengthening of South Africa's financial intelligence capability. The FIC
prepared the draft regulations and promulgation notices that laid the basis for
these amendments.
The legislation primarily bolsters compliance and oversight. Before the amendments
to the FIC Act were passed, there were many obligations on reporting institutions,
but no administrative measures to enforce obligations and penalise non-compliance.
The only way to penalise non-compliance was to begin criminal legal action - a
costly and time-consuming process.
The lists of accountable institutions and supervisory bodies to which the FIC Act
applies were also updated. This step was essential to bring the financial intelligence
community up to date with dynamic changes in the economy and the banking
environment since 2001, when the schedules were last updated.
The amendments provide certainty as to the mandate of supervisory bodies to
oversee and enforce compliance with the FIC Act. They give supervisory bodies
and the FIC the powers to:




Inspect accountable institutions. The head of the supervisory body may
appoint an inspector. The powers of inspection are far-reaching, up to
and including document seizure
Impose administrative sanctions for non-compliance with the FIC Act.
These sanctions range from a caution to a financial penalty of R50 million
for any legal person, and R10 million for any natural person.

The amendments allow supervisory bodies to apply their powers to enhance
compliance with the FIC Act. The FIC itself now has default responsibility for all
those areas not supervised by a specific body (such as the Postbank or
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administrators of trusts), including institutions that are obliged to report cash
transactions (such as motor vehicle dealers). The FIC is responsible for examining
compliance and taking corrective action in relation to these organisations. The
FIC also has new powers to issue directives; until now it could only issue guidance,
which is not enforceable.
The amendments require all accountable institutions to register with the FIC. This
provides certainty to these institutions, which now know that they are responsible
to comply. It also helps the FIC to understand the extent of accountable and
reporting institutions, and to identify where future compliance monitoring will be
required. The FIC administers a live registry, and makes this available for compliance
and supervision. At the end of the reporting period, 8 661 organisations had
registered.
The register contributes to an improved understanding of the financial intelligence
landscape. It also helps to weed out illicit businesses and levels the playing field
for business competition.
The registration process was an enormous undertaking, described in greater detail
in the ICT sub-section. The table below shows the number of institutions that
registered between 1 December 2010 and 31 March 2011.
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Table 3: Registration of accountable institutions, December 2010  March 2011
SCHEDULE 1: ITEM NO.
1

Attorneys (Head offices and branches)

2

Trust companies

3

Estate agents (Head offices and branches)

4

Registrations

Registrations

Registrations

Registrations

Total at 31

for Dec 2010

for Jan 2011

for Feb 2011

for Mar 2011

March 2011

113

108

1435

730

2386

8

1

115

49

173

151

62

1146

627

1986

Users of an exchange

13

6

26

20

65

5

Collective investment schemes

12

8

18

6

44

6

Banks

20

1

18

6

45

7

Mutual banks

1

-

-

-

1

8

Long-term insurers

9

2

20

11

42

9

Gambling

239

15

113

239

606

10

Foreign exchange (Head offices and
branches)

8

30

138

16

192

11

Money lenders against the security of
securities

3

6

8

4

21
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SCHEDULE 1: ITEM NO.
12

Investment advisors or intermediaries

13

Registrations

Registrations

Registrations

Registrations

Total at 31

for Dec 2010

for Jan 2011

for Feb 2011

for Mar 2011

March 2011

236

265

1125

579

2205

Issuers of travellers cheques and
money orders

3

-

3

1

7

14

Postbank

1

-

-

-

1

15

Member of a Stock Exchange

16

Ithala

-

1

17

Approved person by Registrar of Stock
Exchanges (asset managers)

Incorporated under item 12

18

Approved person by Registrar of
Financial Markets (asset managers)

Incorporated under item 12

19

Money remitters

Incorporated under Item 4
-

-

-

3

-

12

5

20

69

93

471

201

834

5

3

16

8

32

895

600

4 664

2 502

8 661

SCHEDULE 3: ITEM NO.
1

Motor vehicle dealers

2

Krugerrand dealers
TOTAL

26
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Cash threshold reports

CTRs help the FIC identify the proceeds of crime. In 2010/11, a technical platform
was introduced to receive CTRs from all accountable and reporting institutions.
CTRs cover all cash transactions (notes, coins, traveller's cheques) of R25 000
and above. Attorneys, motor vehicle dealers and casinos began reporting from
4 October 2010, followed by the remaining accountable and reporting institutions
from 1 December 2010. Banks generate most CTRs. The FIC received 1.3 million
CTRs with a total estimated minimum value of R32.5 billion from October 2010
to the financial year end.

Identifying a card-skimming syndicate
During the reporting period, the South African Police Service asked the FIC to
provide information for an investigation with Bulgarian authorities on cardskimming fraud. Some of the subjects were operating from South Africa. The
police provided the FIC with telephone numbers identified by law enforcement.
Through in-depth profiling and analysis, the FIC linked the contact numbers to
a syndicate and provided financial profiles of the syndicate members to law
enforcement.

Strengthening inter-agency co-ordination

During the reporting period, the FIC strengthened its working relationships with
investigating bodies and law enforcement agencies. The FIC is involved in the
following:





The Directorate of Priority Crime Investigation - under the South Africa
Police Service Act (2008), the FIC is a designated agency that supports
the operations and oversight of the Hawks
National Intelligence Co-ordinating Committee - the FIC supplies strategic
financial intelligence to combat terrorism threats in South Africa
The Anti-Corruption Task Team - the task team is responsible for enhancing
co-ordination of governmental functions in the justice and crime prevention
cluster to reduce corruption





The Multi-agency Working Group - the group recommends how to reduce
procurement irregularities and develop best practices to minimise corruption
in government
The National Joint Operational Intelligence Structure - this body coordinates actions between government agencies to enable South Africa
to host or oversee special events and to deal with certain risks or threats
in a co-ordinated manner.

The FIC and SARB also strengthened their co-operation on cross-border transactions,
as described below.

Foreign transaction reporting stream

South Africa is one of the few countries that, in line with exchange controls, tracks
incoming and outgoing currency. These transactions are reported to the SARB.
The levels of currency flows have important implications for macroeconomic policy
and trade.
During the reporting period, with the consent of the Minister of Finance and by
agreement with the SARB, the FIC obtained reports on all cross-border transactions
from the Bank. This significantly increased the amount of data available to the FIC
to screen for the possible presence or transfer of the proceeds of crime.
This step was initially taken to strengthen security ahead of the FIFA World Cup,
and has remained in place. A similar provision for cross-border reporting in the
FIC Act is being formalised. There is no anticipated regulatory burden for individuals.

FATF Mutual Evaluation Report
The FIC led the process to follow up on the recommendations in the FATF's 2009
Mutual Evaluation Report: South Africa. These recommendations include actions
that a range of government departments and agencies need to take to ensure that
South Africa is working to international standard. Careful consideration and
implementation of these recommendations will bring South Africa more in line with
FATF standards and enhance the framework for combating money
laundering and financing of terrorism in South Africa. This is discussed under
strategic objective 4.3.
financial intelligence centre annual report 2010/11
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The FIC has co-ordinated government's response to the findings of the Mutual
Evaluation Report. We facilitated an inter-departmental process to prepare a
follow-up report, which was presented to the FATF in February 2011. This process
has stimulated much discussion within government. In response to the report, the
FATF indicated that South Africa is making satisfactory progress in addressing
the findings of the Mutual Evaluation Report. The next follow-up report will be
presented to the FATF in February 2012.

Improvements to the framework to combat money laundering
and financing of terrorism

Several additional amendments to the FIC Act are necessary to strengthen the
provision of financial intelligence. The FIC continued work in this area during the
reporting period (see objective 4.1 in the performance table below). The primary
focus has been on the obligations of financial and other institutions to apply
customer due diligence practices, and to introduce a risk-based approach that
results in greater transparency. The FIC intends to present proposals to amend
the FIC Act in 2011.

International responsibilities

Objective 4.4 in the performance table discusses South Africa's international
responsibilities in financial intelligence. During 2010/11, the FIC led South Africa's
representation at three plenary meetings of the FATF and two meetings of
ESAAMLG. The FIC responded positively to all requests for active participation
by South Africa in the activities of the two bodies.
The FIC also facilitated South Africa's direct participation in FATF typology studies
relating to money laundering and financing of terrorism. For example, the FIC
provided one of its staff to participate in an FATF project group on new payment
methods. This study was completed and the report adopted by the FATF in October
2010. The FIC assisted with the participation of members of the South African
Police Service and the National Prosecuting Authority in FATF project groups on
maritime piracy and human trafficking. These projects will be completed in the
new financial year.
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South Africa also agreed to a FATF request to chair a group responsible for revising
certain key FATF recommendations. The FIC made one of its staff members
available for this purpose, and the group will complete its work towards the end
of 2011.
ESAAMLG asked South Africa to provide an assessor to take part in a mutual
evaluation of Mozambique. The FIC made one of its staff members available to
participate in the process. The evaluation took place in 2010, and the draft report
was approved by ESAAMLG officials in April 2011.
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Table 4: Oversight of supervisory bodies
Oversight of supervisory bodies in relation to regulated accountable and reporting institutions
in terms of the FIC Act
Supervisory body
1

The Financial Services Board established by the
Financial Services Board Act (Act 97 of 1990).

Schedule 1 item number and accountable institution
An authorised user of an exchange as defined in the Securities Service Act (Act 36 of
2004). (Item 4)
A manager registered in terms of the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act
(Act45 of 2002), but excludes managers who only conduct business in part six of the
Collective Investment Schemes Control Act. (Item 5)
A long-term insurer as defined in the Long-Term Insurance Act (Act 52 of 1998). (Item 8)

2

The South African Reserve Bank in respect of the
powers and duties contemplated in section 10(1)(c) in
the South African Reserve Bank Act, (Act 90 of 1989)
and the Registrar as defined in sections 3 and 4 of the
Banks Act, (Act 94 of 1990) and the Financial
Surveillance Department in terms of Regulation 22.E of
the Exchange Control Regulations (1961).

A financial services provider requiring authorisation in terms of the Financial Advisory
and Intermediary Services Act (Act 37 of 2002), to provide advice and intermediary
services on the investment of any financial product, but excluding a short-term
insurance contract or policy referred to in the Short-term Insurance Act, (Act 53 of
1998) and a health service benefit provided by a medical scheme as defined in
section 1(1) of the Medical Schemes Act (Act 131 of 1998). (Item 12)
A person with the business of a bank as defined in the Banks Act (Act 94 of 1990).
(Item 6)

A mutual bank as defined in the Mutual Banks Act (Act 124 of 1993). (Item 7)
A person who deals in foreign exchange. (Item 10)
A person who issues, sells or redeems travellers cheques, money orders or similar
instruments. (Item 11)
A money remitter. (Item 19)
[Only cross-border transactions in and out of the Republic].
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
Oversight of supervisory bodies in relation to regulated accountable and reporting institutions
in terms of the FIC Act
Supervisory body
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

The Registrar of Companies as defined in the
Companies Act (Act 61 of 1973)
The Estate Agency Affairs Board established in terms of
the Estate Agency Affairs Act (Act 112 of 1976)
The Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors
established in terms of the Auditing Professions Act
(Act26 of 2005).

The National Gambling Board established in terms of
the National Gambling Act, and retained in terms of the
National Gambling Act (Act 7 of 2004).
The JSE Securities Exchange South Africa (JSE
Limited)
A law society as contemplated in section 56 of the
Attorneys Act (Act 53 of 1979).
A provincial licensing authority as defined in section 1
the National Gambling Act.
The Financial Intelligence Centre established in terms of
the Financial Intelligence Centre Act (38 of 2001), as
amended (the FIC Act).
[Acting as default supervisor in terms of section 45
of the FIC Act.]

Schedule 1 item number and accountable institution
[N/A - Removed with effect 01 December 2010]
An estate agent as defined in the Estate Agency Affairs Act. (Item 3)
A financial services provider requiring authorisation in terms of the Financial
Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (Act 37 of 2002), to provide advice and
intermediary services on the investment of any financial product that is also
registered with the Independent Regulatory Board for Auditors, but excluding a
short-term insurance contract or policy referred to in the Short-term Insurance Act
and a health service benefit provided by a medical scheme as defined in section
1(1) of the Medical Schemes Act. (Item 12)
A person making a gambling activity available as contemplated in section 3 of the
National Gambling Act. A license is required, to be issued by the National Gambling
Board or a provincial licensing authority. (Item 9)
[N/A - Removed with effect 1 December 2010]
A practitioner who practices as defined in section 1 of the Attorneys Act (Act 53 of
1979). (Item 1)
A person making a gambling activity available as contemplated in section 3 of the
National Gambling Act. A license is required, to be issued by the National Gambling
Board or a provincial licensing authority. (Item 9)
A board of executors or a trust company or any other person that invests, keeps in
safe custody, controls or administers trust property within the meaning of the Trust
Property Control Act (Act 57 of 1988). (Item 2)
A money lender against the security of securities. (Item 11)
The Postbank referred to in section 51 of the Postal Services Act (Act 124 of 1998).
(Item 16)
The Ithala Development Finance Corporation Limited (Ithala).
A money remitter. (Item 19)
[Only for domestic transactions within the Republic.]
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
Reporting institutions in terms of schedule 3 of the FIC Act
Supervisory body
The Financial Intelligence Centre established in terms of the
Financial Intelligence Centre Act, as amended. [The FIC will be the
default supervisor.]

Schedule 3 item number and accountable institution
A motor vehicle dealer. (Item 1)
A Krugerrand dealer. (Item 2)

Note: reporting institutions have limited compliance obligations in
terms of the FIC Act.
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
4. IMPROVED ANTI-MONEY LAUNDERING/COMBATING FINANCING OF TERRORISM FRAMEWORK IN SOUTH AFRICA

Objectives
4.1

4.2

To review and make
proposals to update the
FIC Act in order to
improve the anti-money
laundering/
combating of terrorism
framework.

Measure/Indicator

Actual performance

(i) Action plan.

(i) Approved action
plan for implementing
amendments to FIC
Act.*

(ii) Proposal document
outlining improvements
submitted to Minister of
Finance.

(ii) Proposal submitted (ii) Submission outlining matters to be
for Ministerial
addressed in act amendments prepared
approval: Q4.
and submitted for ministerial approval.

(iii) Proposed legislative
amendments.*
(i) Business case.

To develop a strategic
research capability
within the FIC to enable (ii) Capability in place as
it to identify money
per business case.
laundering/ terrorism
financing threats,
typologies, trends and
to develop the FIC as a
learning organisation.

* This performance target is due in 2011/12.
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Reasons for deviations and
corrective action plan

(ii) Target achieved.

(i) Business case.*
(ii) Establish research
capability in terms of
business case: Q4.

(ii) Strategic research undertaken per plan.
Draft paper completed on FIC role in
supporting law enforcement agencies
during soccer World Cup.
Foundation laid for future FIC role in large
events and engagement with other
governments on this matter.
Extensive research on role and function of
provincial offices to help FIC plan rollout of
national capability.

(ii) Target achieved.

3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
Objectives
4.3

4.4

Measure/Indicator

Target performance

Reasons for deviations and

Actual performance

corrective action plan

To monitor the actions
by relevant South
African authorities to
implement the
recommendations from
the Mutual Evaluation
Report to report on
progress to the FATF.

(i) Plan for monitoring of (i) Plan for monitoring
implementation of
of relevant
mutual evaluation
authorities.**
recommendations.
(ii) Consolidated reports
for submission to FATF
on implementation of
recommendations to FIC
and relevant authorities.

(ii) Approved
consolidated report for
FATF on progress
made: Q4.

(ii) Consolidated follow-up report with
actions of various departments and
agencies submitted to FATF for
consideration at its February 2011
meetings. Report approved.

(ii) Target achieved.

To fulfil international
responsibilities in terms
of policy development
and tactical cooperation within FIU
community.

Responses to all
requests for
engagement and
support.

80% responded to.


100% of requests responded to:
 Facilitated South African delegations
attendance and participation in FATF
plenary meetings in February 2010.

Target achieved.



Participated in meetings of FATF expert
th
groups A and B in preparation for 4
round of evaluations in March 2011.

** This target was an output and achieved in 2009/10 and is therefore not restated.
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
DEVELOP AND COMMISSION THE FIC'S INFORMATION AND
COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) plays a central role in the
collection and analysis of financial intelligence. The FIC has upgraded its ICT
systems to cope with large amounts of new data as a result of the new registration
requirement and increased CTRs.

Vast registration intake

The FIC configured its systems to support increased data intake from the registration
of accountable and reporting institutions, providing an easy-to-use web interface
for this purpose. The registration period began on 1 December 2010. A total
of 8 661 institutions registered during this period. The large number of registrations
reflects, in part, the disaggregation of certain large entities, such as banks, within
which multiple accountable institutions exist.
While it appears that most relevant entities have registered, provision was also
made for some late registrations. The great majority of registrations took place
at the last minute, placing severe strain on the FIC's web services' capacity. The
solution design and architecture have been reviewed accordingly.
Between 4 October 2010 and 31 March 2011, the FIC received 1 311 671 CTRs.

Cash transaction reporting: banks rise to the occasion
The reporting of large-scale cash transactions helps the FIC identify the proceeds
of crime.
During 2010/11, the FIC designed a technical platform to receive cash (notes,
coins, traveller's cheques) threshold reports from accountable and reporting
institutions. The reporting of all cash transactions of R25 000 and above was
phased in, with attorneys, motor vehicle dealers and casinos reporting from
4 October 2010, and the remaining accountable and reporting institutions
reporting from 1 December 2010.
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The majority of CTRs have been received from banks, which played a crucial
role in getting this system off the ground on schedule. The system is now fully
operational, with 1.3 million reports involving an estimated minimum value of
R32.5 billion from 1 October 2010 to the financial year end.

System availability

Server availability for the financial year was 98.2 percent, excluding planned
downtime. Support and maintenance agreements with all hardware vendors are
in place to achieve availability targets. The backup system has also been upgraded.
In addition:





The FIC website's speed and quality was upgraded to support the
registration of accountable and reporting institutions
Information security was boosted through the installation of global threat
intelligence, which offers real-time protection and safeguards to mitigate
emerging threats
An archiving system compliant with records management legislation was
installed. This system has improved data access, and has reduced costs
and end-user efforts.

3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
The table below provides a summary of CTRs filed by reporting and accountable institutions between October 2010 and March 2011.

Table 5: Cash threshold reports received 1 October 2010  31 March 2011
Industry sector

Oct-10

Nov-10

Dec-10

Jan-11

Feb-11

Mar-11

Total

Schedule 1
Attorneys

49

87

43

34

46

169

428

Trust companies

-

-

-

9

4

5

18

Estate agents

-

-

3

3

44

128

178

Users of an exchange

-

-

3

16

10

26

55

Collective investment schemes

-

-

34

76

50

118

278

Banks

-

1

118 112

486 553

225 592

254 468

1 084 726

Mutual banks

-

-

194

105

10

21

330

Long term insurers

-

-

25

25

16

48

114

19 151

28 918

41 105

39 685

22 461

29 246

180 566

Foreign exchange

-

-

2 182

1 304

3 940

2 434

9 860

Money lenders against security of securities

1

-

8

14

11

25

59

Financial service providers

-

-

12

81

41

90

224

Issuers of travellers cheques and money orders

-

-

431

208

146

-

785

Postbank

-

-

3 017

1 458

950

2 149

7 574

Ithala

-

-

-

-

-

3

3

Money remitters

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

606

972

1 019

5 171

15 853

2 791

26 412

1

-

12

26

9

13

61

19 808

29 978

166 200

534 768

269 183

291 734

1 311 671

Gambling institutions

Schedule 3
Motor vehicle dealers
Krugerrand dealers
Totals
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
5. DEVELOPMENT AND COMMISSIONING OF THE FICS INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM
Objectives
5.1

36

To enhance the
information and
communications
technology
platform to
support the
business
processes and
goals of the
FIC.

Measure/Indicator
(i) Approved plan for
newly identified and
additional business
systems.

Target performance

Actual performance

Reasons for deviations
and corrective action plan

(i) Plan for newly identified (i) Plan for newly identified and additional (i) Target achieved.
and additional business
business systems approved in Q1.
systems approved: Q1.
Key new business process systems
identified: electronic content
management, ICT service management
system, enterprise resource systems and
e-mail archiving system.
Business system identified for
accountable and reporting institution
registration on existing platform.

(ii) Implementation of (ii) Newly identified and
systems.
additional FIC business
systems implemented in
accordance with approved
plan: Q4.

(ii) All newly identified and additional
systems implemented except for
electronic content management and
enterprise resource systems.
Registration for accountable and
reporting institutions, and STR batch
reporting, activated in Q3.

(ii) Electronic content
management system in
progress. Time frame
affected by change in
project management
structure.

(iii) Strategic review
of current systems
and requirements.

(iii) Review of current capabilities
completed; medium-term requirements
identified and access infrastructure
implementation completed.

(iii) Target achieved.

(iii) Review of current
capacities  Q2; and
medium-term
requirements: Q4.
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
Objectives
5.2

5.3

To integrate FIC
systems with
those of
targeted
external
stakeholders to
obtain additional
and improved
reporting
streams to
enhance the
FICs ability to
collect relevant
information.
To establish
disaster
recovery,
business
continuity,
information
security
systems and
policies required
for the securing
and
sustainment of
FIC operations.

Reasons for deviations
and corrective action plan

Measure/Indicator

Target performance

Actual performance

(i) CTR and cash
courier report (CCR)
systems.

(i) Expansion and
integration of firstgeneration CCR and CTR
reporting system: Q4.

(i) Electronic submission of CTR system
implemented for all accountable and
reporting institutions. STR batch reporting
mechanism implemented.

(ii) Electronic funds
transfer (EFT)
system.
(i) Disaster recovery
plan and disaster
recovery system
implemented.

(ii) First-generation EFT
reporting system
established: Q4.
(i) Disaster recovery
system implemented
according to approved
plan: Q4.

(ii) System established and EFT reports (ii) Target achieved.
received from Q2.

(ii) Business
continuity plan and
business continuity
system implemented.

(ii) Business continuity
system implemented
according to approved
plan: Q4.

(ii) Full business continuity system
implementation not achieved.

(ii) Business impact analysis
and criticality assessment
took longer than planned.
Actions for full
implementation mapped.

(iii) Information
security policies and
key information
security services
implemented as per
information security
strategy.

(iii) Approved information
security polices and two
security services
implemented: Q4.

(iii) Security policies implemented.

(iii) Critical security services
have been identified for
implementation.

(i) No further expansion of
CCR system, and webbased manual interface to
receive CCR reports still in
place. CCR system
expansion delayed due to
outstanding legal
requirements. Discussions
with relevant parties under
way to enable receipt of
CCR reports.

(i) Disaster recovery system implemented (i) Target achieved.
and data in primary site replicated to
disaster recovery site, in line with
approved plan by Q4.
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3. STRATEGIC ACHIEVEMENTS
BECOME A MORE SUSTAINABLE AND CAPABLE INSTITUTION

Figure 2: FIC staff equity profile

During the reporting period, the FIC recruited dozens of skilled individuals to
increase capacity, while continuing to develop the ICT system.

Human resources

African
Coloured

At the start of the financial year, the FIC employed a total of 143 staff. The target
was to raise the staff complement by 16 percent. Working towards this end, the
FIC recruited 29 staff during the period. Some of these new team members filled
key positions in new areas of work such as corporate services and enforcement.
However, while the recruitment drive boosted capacity, the FIC continued to
experience a turnover of staff with specialised financial skills, particularly in the
area of compliance monitoring - a scarce skill within financial institutions. As a
result, the FIC did not meet its overall personnel recruitment target for this year.
The FIC will make a concerted effort to close the gap in the next financial year.
To address this challenge, the FIC has enhanced its approach to internal learning
and development. The primary focus has been to establish a learning culture over
the short to medium term. Rigorous internal learning and development interventions
have been designed, strengthened by external technical programmes. The FIC
has also developed a career management model that will be implemented from
the new financial year. Collectively, these measures will support career-pathing
and retention of talented individuals.
The FIC is committed to employment equity. At the end of the reporting period,
67 percent of staff were African, Coloured and Indian, and 51.7 percent were
women.

Indian
White

Facilities management
The FIC's current office facilities do not meet functional or security requirements,
and are inadequate to match growth projections. During 2010/11 the FIC began
a structured assessment of space and facilities requirements, which is scheduled
to be completed in the new financial year. The aim is to identify suitable premises
to accommodate our evolving mandate and growth path, while making the most
efficient use of existing space.
As part of establishing a national footprint, the FIC plans to open regional offices
in the near future. The first such office was signed off as ready for occupation in
March 2011.
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4. STRUCTURE OF THE FIC
The FIC, which began operating in February 2003, is composed of four business units:





Legal and Policy
Compliance and Prevention
Monitoring and Analysis
Administration and Support Services.

Figure 7: Structure of the FIC

Office of the Director

Legal and Policy

Compliance and
Prevention

Administration and Support
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Monitoring and
Analysis

4. STRUCTURE OF THE FIC
The management of the departments and business units meet regularly as a
management executive to oversee the effective performance of the organisation,
share information and co-ordinate activities. Summary descriptions of each
department are provided below.

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR

The Director is responsible for FIC strategy and relationships, and heads South
Africa's delegation to international bodies such as the FATF, ESAAMLG and the
Egmont Group.

LEGAL AND POLICY

The Legal and Policy department has three primary areas of responsibility:




Administering the FIC Act
Engaging with international organisations, such as the FATF and ESAAMLG
Providing strategic policy advice.

COMPLIANCE AND PREVENTION

ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT SERVICES

Administration and Support Services provide the infrastructure to support the FIC's
work. The department's primary functions are office management, financial and
administrative management, procurement and supply chain management, human
resources, registry and document storage services, in-house staff training and
development, security services, in-house legal services, project management, and
information and communication technology.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The FIC budget is developed in accordance with all public 3(A) entities registered
and operating in terms of the Public Finance Management Act. This process is
part of the three-year planning cycle, which includes the formulation of strategic
goals in the annual performance report.
In 2010/11, the previous Chief Financial Officer and the FIC mutually agreed to
terminate their employment relationship. The amount of R281 000 reported as an
irregular expenditure relates to an employee who had committed financial misconduct
in 2009, and criminal proceedings are still under way.

The Compliance and Prevention department is responsible for compliance oversight
of the FIC Act. The department monitors and gives guidance to accountable and
reporting institutions, supervisory bodies and other persons regarding the
performance of their obligations. It also issues guidance and provides training for
affected entities. The unit works to enhance public awareness of the need to
combat money laundering and financing of terrorism.

MONITORING AND ANALYSIS

The Monitoring and Analysis department receives and analyses data related to
the identification of the proceeds of crime, money laundering or financing of
terrorism. This includes monitoring and scrutinising all STRs received by the FIC.
The department works closely with the law enforcement authorities, intelligence
agencies, the SARS and the private sector to help them combat crime. The
department's work also contributes to enhanced international co-operation.
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5. ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORT
The following is our report for the financial year ended 31 March 2011
Audit committee members and attendance
The Audit and Risk Committees have each met on six occasions during the year under review. The attendance of members,
all of whom are independent non-executives, at these meetings were as follows:
Name of member

Number of meetings attended

C D Kneale (Chairperson)
B Lengane
N Khumalo

6
6
6

Audit Committee's Duties
The Audit Committee has performed its duties, as the Audit Committee of a Public Entity, which duties are set out in
Treasury Regulation 27, promulgated in terms of section 51(1)(a)(ii) and 76(4)(d) of the Public Finance Management Act.
The Audit Committee's terms of reference were reviewed and amended during the year under review.
The Risk Committee, during the year under review, has received reports from management and the internal audit function
on the process used to identify, quantify and prioritise risk, identified by risk management procedures.
Internal audit, whose function is risk-based, has during the financial year, reviewed the risk management procedure, which
seeks to identify existing and emerging risks, the effects of which are minimised and controlled by internal controls.
Internal Controls
The Internal Audit function, during the financial year, has reviewed the internal controls adopted to control risk.
Internal Audit and the Auditor-General have, in the past year, not reported any material deficiency in the risk management
or internal control procedures. Accordingly, the Audit Committee has no reason to doubt the effectiveness of internal
controls.
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AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORT
Evaluation of financial statements
The Audit Committee has during the 2010/2011 financial year:

Reviewed and discussed the audited financial statements to be included in the annual report with the AuditorGeneral

Reviewed the Auditor-General's management letter and managements response

Reviewed the entity's compliance with legal and regulatory provisions

Reviewed significant adjustments resulting from the audit

Ensured that the annual financial statements are prepared in accordance with the applicable accounting
standards

Reviewed the process used for the identification and management of risks, including emerging risks.
Internal audit
The Audit Committee is satisfied that the internal audit function has operated effectively and that it has addressed the risks
pertinent to the Financial Intelligence Centre.
Auditor-General
The Audit Committee has met with representatives of the Auditor-General. No unresolved issues were identified at the
meeting.

CLIVE D KNEALE
Chairperson of the Audit Committee
Date 26 July 2011
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON THE FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE CENTRE
REPORT ON THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Introduction
1.
I have audited the accompanying financial statements of the Financial Intelligence Centre, which comprise statement
of financial position as at 31 March 2011, and the statement of financial performance, statement of changes in net assets
and cash flow statement for the year then ended, and a summary of significant accounting policies and other explanatory
information, as set out on pages 47 to 77
Accounting authoritys responsibility for the financial statements
2.
The accounting authority is responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of these financial statements in accordance
with South African Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (SA Standards of GRAP) and the requirements
of the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 1999 (Act No. 1 of 1999) (PFMA), and for such internal control
as management determines necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material
misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.
Auditor-Generals responsibility
3.
As required by section 188 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act No. 108 of 1996) and section
4 of the Public Audit Act of South Africa, 2004 (Act No. 25 of 2004) (PAA), my responsibility is to express an opinion on
these financial statements based on my audit.
4.

I conducted my audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing and General Notice 1111 of 2010 issued
in Government Gazette 33872 of 15 December 2010. Those standards require that I comply with ethical requirements
and plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free from
material misstatement.

5.

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial
statements. The procedures selected depend on the auditors judgement, including the assessment of the risks of
material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In making those risk assessments, the
auditor considers internal control relevant to the entitys preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in
order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the entitys internal control. An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of
accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall presentation of the financial statements.

6.

I believe that the audit evidence I have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for my audit opinion.

Opinion
7.

In my opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Financial
Intelligence Centre as at 31 March 2011, and its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended in
accordance with South African Standards of Generally Recognised Accounting Practice (SA Standards of GRAP) and
the requirements of the PFMA.
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON THE FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE CENTRE
Emphasis of matters
8.
I draw attention to the matters below. My opinion is not modified in respect of these matters:
Restatement of corresponding figures
9.
As disclosed in note 26 to the financial statements, the corresponding figures for 31 March 2010 have been restated
as a result of errors discovered during the 2010-11 year in the financial statements of the Financial Intelligence Centre
at, and for the year ended, 31 March 2010.
Irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure
10.
The public entity incurred irregular expenditure of R4 871 077 as the expenditure incurred was in contravention of the
National Treasury Practice Notes and Treasury Regulations requirements relating to supply chain management.
11.

The public entity incurred fruitless and wasteful expenditure of R47 000 due to interest and penalties arising from late
payment of supplier invoices.The entity incurred fruitless and wasteful expenditure of R281 808 due to a poor performing
contractor appointed and the work later scrapped and started over again.

Material underspending of the budget
12.
The Financial Intelligence Centre has materially underspent its budget by R45 388 000 due to capacity constraints
resulting from shortage of specialised skill in the market as disclosed in the accounting authoritys report on page 15.
As a consequence the entity did not achieve 25% of its planned targets for the year under review and impacted adversely
on the analysis and compliance enforcement.
REPORT ON OTHER LEGAL AND REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS
13.

In accordance with the PAA and in terms of General Notice 1111 of 2010, issued in Government Gazette 33872 of 15
December 2010, I include below my findings on the annual performance report as set out on pages 17 to 47 and material
non-compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the public entity.

Predetermined objectives
14.
There were no material findings on the annual performance report concerning the presentation, usefulness, and reliability
of the information.
Compliance with laws and regulations
Included below are findings on material non-compliance with laws and regulations applicable to the national public entity.
Procurement and contract management
15.
Goods and services were procured without inviting at least three price quotations as per the requirement of Practice
Note 8 of 2007-08 issued in terms of section 51(1)(a)(iii) of the Public Finance Management Act of South Africa, 1999
(Act No.1 of 1999) (PFMA).
16.
Goods and services were not procured through competitive bidding and the deviation not approved in terms of Treasury
Regulation 16A6.4.
17.
Awards were made to suppliers who did not submit a declaration on whether they are employed by the state or connected
to any person employed by the state as per the requirements of Treasury Regulations 16A8.3 and Practice Note 7 of
2009/10.
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON THE FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE CENTRE
Expenditure Management
18.
The accounting authority did not take effective and appropriate steps to prevent irregular expenditure, as per the
requirements of section 51(1)(b) (ii) of the PFMA.
Income Tax Act
19.
Deductible tax from personal service provider was not effected by the Financial Intelligence Centre as required by the
fourth schedule of the Income Tax Act.
Annual financial statements
20.
The accounting authority submitted financial statements for auditing that were not prepared in all material aspects in
accordance with generally recognised accounting practice (and supported by full and proper records) as required by
section 55(1) ((a) and) (b) of the PFMA. The material misstatements identified by the Auditor-General of South Africa
(AGSA) with regards to capital assets, expenditure and disclosure items were subsequently corrected.
INTERNAL CONTROL
21.
In accordance with the PAA and in terms of General Notice 1111 of 2010, issued in Government Gazette 33872 of 15
December 2010, I considered internal control relevant to my audit, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on
the effectiveness of internal control. The matters reported below are limited to the significant deficiencies that resulted
in the basis for the findings on compliance with laws and regulations included in this report.
22.

Leadership
The Financial Intelligence Centre does not exercise oversight responsibility regarding compliance with laws and regulations.
Internal control processes are not in place to prevent and detect irregular and fruitless and wasteful expenditure.

23.

Financial and performance management
Reliable, complete and accurate monthly and quarterly financial statements are not prepared and reviewed.
Lack of appropriate means for monitoring compliance with applicable legislation and Treasury Regulations on a regular
basis resulted in the compliance findings reported above.
The appropriate level of management does not regularly review compliance with Treasury Regulations, practice notes
and requirements of the PFMA.
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REPORT OF THE AUDITOR-GENERAL TO PARLIAMENT ON THE FINANCIAL
INTELLIGENCE CENTRE
OTHER REPORTS
Investigations
24.

In 2009 an investigation was conducted for a case of fraudulent misconduct by an employee who has since been dismissed.
Criminal proceedings were instituted against the employee and the investigation by the relevant authorities is ongoing.

25.

In 2009/2010 an investigation was conducted on the chief financial officer for possible misconduct. The investigation was
finalised in the year 2010/11 when the chief financial officer was found guilty of gross negligence and it was mutually
agreed by both parties to terminate the employment relationship.

Pretoria
31 July 2011
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
Note(s)

2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables
Inventory
Prepayments

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
Intangible assets
Property, plant and equipment
Receivables

3
4
5
6

7
8

65,419
238
242
1,738

23,554
481
222
333

67,637

24,590

9,910
31,601
699

8,109
28,133
641

42,210

36,883

109,847

61,473

12,724
949

11,302
351

13,673

11,653

1,281

313

Total Liabilities

14,954

11,966

Net Assets

94,893

49,507

NET ASSETS
Accumulated surplus
Revaluation reserve

94,872
21

49,484
23

Total Net Assets

94,893

49,507

Total Assets
LIABILITIES
CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables
Finance lease liabilities

NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
Finance lease liabilities

9
10

10
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Note(s)
Revenue
Parliamentary allocations
Interest received
Discount received

11
12

Total Revenue
Expenditure
Administrative
Audit committee member fees
Audit fee
Depreciation and amortisation
Finance costs
Fruitless and wasteful expenses
Personnel

13
14
16
17
18
19
20

Total Expenditure
Loss on disposal of property, plant and equipment
Surplus / (deficit) on exchange differences
Surplus for the year
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8

Restated
2010
R '000

2011
R '000

181,414
987
50

141,645
1,311
1

182,451

142,957

51,643
329
961
9,252
220
47
74,562

53,292
189
314
8,151
123
3
59,936

137,014

122,008

(6)
(43)
45,388

(38)
11
20,922
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN NET ASSETS
Note(s)

Opening balance as previously reported
Adjustments
Prior year adjustments

Revaluation
reserve
R '000

Accumulated
surplus
R '000

Total net
assets
R '000

23

29,513

29,536

-

(951)

(951)

Balance at April 01, 2009
Surplus for the year

23
-

28,562
20,922

28,585
20,922

Opening balance as restated
Opening balance previously
Prior year adjustments

23
23
-

49,484
50,124
(640)

49,507
50,147
(640)

Net income (losses) recognised directly in net assets
Surplus for the year

23
(2)
(2)
-

49,484
45,388

49,507
(2)
(2)
45,388

Balance at 31 March 2011

21

94,872

94,893

Balance at April 01, 2010 as restated
Revaluation realisation

26

26
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
Note(s)

2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash receipts from grants
Cash paid to suppliers and employees
Cash generated from operations
Interest received
Finance Costs

22

Net Cash from Operating Activities

181,414
(127,355)

141,645
(111,589)

54,059
987
(220)

30,056
1,311
(123)

54,826

31,244

(8,610)
(3,743)

(6,942)
(2,072)

(12,353)

(9,014)

(608)

(277)

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Additions to property, plant and equipment
Purchase of other intangible assets

8
7

Net Cash from Investing Activities
CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Finance lease payments
Total cash movement for the year
Cash at the beginning of the year
Net Increase in Cash and Cash Equivalents
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41,865
23,554

21,953
1,601

65,419

23,554

Financial Intelligence Centre

Financial Statements for the year ended 31 March 2011

ACCOUNTING POLICIES
1.

BASIS OF PREPARATION

The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the effective Standards of Generally Recognised
Accounting Practices (GRAP) including any interpretations, guidelines and directives issued by the Accounting Standards
Board.
The financial statements are prepared on the accrual basis. The presentation currency of the financial statements is in
South African Rand. The financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.
Assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses have not been offset except where offsetting is required or permitted by GRAP.
1.1 FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
Classification
The financial instruments recognised in the statement of financial position consist of cash at bank and cash equivalents,
receivables, trade and other payables and lease liabilities.
Initial recognition and measurement
Financial instruments are recognised in the statement of financial position when the FIC becomes a party to the
contractual provisions of a financial instrument.
The FIC does not offset the financial assets and liabilities.
Financial instruments are initially recognised at fair value.
Subsequent measurement
Subsequent to initial measurement, financial instruments are measured at fair value according to the following
classifications:

Cash and cash equivalents are measured at amortised cost
A provision for impairment of receivables is established when there is objective evidence that the FIC will not

be able to collect all amounts due according to the original terms of receivables. Significant financial difficulties of
the debtor and default or delinquency in payments are considered indicators that the trade receivable is impaired.
The amount of the provision is the difference between the asset's carrying amount and the present value of
estimated future cash flows, discounted at the effective interest rate, and
Trade payables are subject to normal trade credit terms and relatively short payment cycle.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Amortised cost
Amortised cost is the amount at which the financial asset or financial liability is measured at initial recognition minus
principal repayments, plus or minus the cumulative amortisation using the effective interest method of any difference
between that initial amount and the maturity amount, and minus any reduction for impairment or uncollectibility.
Financial Liabilities held at amortised cost
Finance lease liabilities are included in financial liabilities held at amortised cost.
Finance lease liabilities are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest rate method. Interest
expense is recognised in the Statement of Financial Performance by applying the effective interest rate.
Effective interest rate method
The effective interest method is a method of calculating the amortised cost of a financial asset or a financial liability and of
allocating the interest income or interest expense over the relevant period. The effective interest rate is the rate that exactly
discounts estimated future cash payments or receipts through the expected life of the financial instrument or, when
appropriate, a shorter period to the net carrying amount of the financial asset or financial liability.
Loans and receivables
Trade and other receivables (excluding prepayments and deposits), and loans that have fixed and determinable payments
that are not quoted in an active market are classified as loans and receivables.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents comprise short-term highly liquid investments that are readily convertible to a known amount of
cash and are subject to an insignificant risk of changes in value.
Cash and cash equivalents are subsequently recorded at amortised cost.
Cash includes cash on hand and cash with banks. For the purposes of cash flow statement, cash and cash equivalents
comprise cash on hand and cash held in the bank.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
1.2 LEASES
Leases are classified as either finance or operating leases.
Finance leases
Finance leases are leases that substantially transfer all risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the asset. Title may or
may not be transferred.
Assets held under finance lease are capitalised as leased assets. The corresponding liability is included in the balance
sheet as a finance lease obligation. The cash equivalent cost is the lower of the fair value of the asset and the present value
of the minimum lease payments at inception of the lease.
Lease payments are apportioned between finance charges and reduction of the lease obligation so as to achieve a constant
rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability.
The lease assets are written off over the duration of the lease contract which is either 36 or 60 months.
Operating leases
Leases where the lessor retains the risks and rewards of ownership of the underlying asset are classified as operating
lease. Operating lease expenses are charged against surplus on a straight line basis over the term of the lease.
Rentals in respect of operating leases with fixed escalation are recognised as an expense on a straight line basis over the
term of the lease.
1.3 PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Property, plant and equipment is stated at historical cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment
losses. Depreciation is calculated on a straight-line basis to write off the cost of each asset to its residual value over the
estimated useful life.
The review of the estimated useful life, residual value and depreciation methods are performed annually. The estimated
useful lives are as follows:
Asset group
Furniture
Motor vehicles
Office equipment
Computer hardware
Fixtures and fittings

Average useful life
6 years
5 years
2 to 5 years
3 to 5 years
5 to 10 years
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
The carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment shall be recognised on disposal or when no future
economic benefits or service potential is expected from its use. The gain or loss arising from the derecognition shall be
included in the surplus or deficit when the item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised.
The FIC recognises in the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment the cost of replacing part of such
an item when the cost is incurred, if it is probable that additional future economic benefits or service potential embodied
within the part will flow to the FIC and the cost of such item can be measured reliably. All other costs are recognised in
the Statement of Financial Performance as an expense when incurred.
At each financial position date, the FIC reviews the carrying amounts of property, plant and equipment to determine
whether there is any indication that those assets may be impaired. If any such indication exists, the recoverable amount of
the asset is estimated in order to determine the extent of the impairment loss (if any). Where it is not possible to estimate
the recoverable amount for an individual asset, the recoverable amount is determined for the cash-generating unit to which
the asset belongs.
The recoverable amount of property, plant and equipment is the greater of an asset's fair value less cost to sell and value in
use. In assessing value in use, the estimated future cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax
discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. For an
asset that does not generate cash inflows largely independent of those from other assets, the recoverable amount is
determined for the cash-generating unit to which the asset belongs.
An impairment loss is recognised whenever the carrying amount of an asset or its cash generating unit exceeds its
recoverable amount. Impairment losses are recognised in the Statement of Financial Performance.
An impairment loss is only reversed if there is an indication that the impairment loss may no longer exist and there has been
a change in the estimates used to determine the recoverable amount. Where an impairment loss subsequently reverses,
the carrying amount of the asset (cash-generating unit) is increased to the revised estimate of is recoverable amount, but so
that the increased carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have been determined had no
impairment loss been recognised for the asset (cash-generating unit) in prior years. A reversal of an impairment loss is
recognised as income immediately
1.4 INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Intangible assets comprise of identifiable, non-monetary assets without physical substance. An intangible asset is
recognised when it is probable that the expected future economic benefits or service potential that are attributable to the
asset will flow to the entity and the cost of the asset can be measured reliably.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost.
Subsequent to initial recognition, intangible assets shall be carried at their respective costs less any accumulated
amortisation and any accumulated impairment losses. The cost of intangible assets with finite useful lives are amortised
over the estimated useful lives.
The review of the estimated useful life, residual value and amortisation methods are performed annually.
Amortisation is calculated on a straight line basis to allocate the depreciable amount of the intangible assets on a
systematic basis over the useful life. Amortisation commences when the asset is ready for its intended use. The estimated
useful lives are as follows:
Asset group
Computer software
Computer licence

Useful life
6 years
7 years

Subsequent expenditure on capitalised intangible assets is capitalised only when it increases the future economic benefits
or service potential embodied in the specific assets to which it relates. All other expenditure is expensed.
An intangible asset is derecognised when the asset is disposed of or when there are no further economic benefits or service
potential expected from the use of the asset. The gain or loss arising on the disposal or retirement of an intangible asset is
determined as the difference between the sales proceeds and the carrying amount and is recognised as a surplus or deficit
in the Statement of Financial Performance.
1.5 TAXATION
The Financial Intelligence Centre is exempt from income tax in terms of provisions of section 10(1) (cA) (I) of the Income
Tax Act.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
1.6 REVENUE RECOGNITION
Income
In terms of section 14 of the Financial Intelligence Centre Act, 2001 (Act No. 38 of 2001), the FIC will be funded by:

Money appropriated annually by Parliament;
Revenue is recognised on an accrual basis and represents the amounts received and receivable by the FIC
and is raised in the statement of financial performance. Initial recognition of revenue does not include
uncollectible amounts in the estimate;
Government grants; and

Legally acquired donations approved by the Minister of Finance.

Finance income
Finance income comprises interest received on funds invested. Interest is recognised on a time proportion basis as it
accrues, using the effective interest rate method.
1.7 EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Short-term employee benefits
The cost of short-term employee benefits is recognised during the period in which the employee renders the related service.
The provisions for employee entitlements to salaries, performance bonuses and annual leave represent the amounts that
the FIC has a present obligation to pay as a result of services provided by employees. The provision has been calculated
at undiscounted amounts based on the current salary rates, because of its short-term nature.
Termination of benefits
Termination benefits are recognised as an expense when the FIC is demonstrably committed, without realistic possibility
of withdrawal, to a formal detailed plan to terminate employment before the normal retirement date. Termination benefits for
voluntary redundancies are recognised if the FIC has made an offer encouraging voluntary redundancy, it is probable
that the offer will be accepted, and the number of acceptances can be reliably estimated.
Retirement benefit
The FIC contributes to a defined contribution fund in respect of employees. The contributions are included in staff costs,
in the year to which they relate.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
1.8 ACCUMULATED SURPLUS
The FIC shall apply for retention of surplus funds at the end of each reporting period, should there be a surplus.
1.9 PROVISIONS
Provisions are recognised when:

The FIC has a present obligation as a result of a past event
It is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits or service potential will be required to

settle the obligation, and
A reliable estimate can be made of the obligation.

Provisions are reviewed at each reporting date and adjusted to reflect the current best estimate.
If the effect is material, provisions are determined by discounting the expected future cash flows that reflect current market
assessments of the time value of money and, where appropriate, the risks specific to the liability.
1.10 TRANSLATION OF FOREIGN CURRENCIES
Foreign currency transactions
Transactions in foreign currencies are converted into South African rands at the rate of exchange ruling at the date of such
transaction. Balances outstanding on the foreign currency monetary items at the end of the reporting period are translated
into South African rands at the rates ruling at that date.
Exchange gains and losses on settlement of foreign currency monetary liabilities during the reporting period are recognised
in the Statement of Financial Performance.
1.11 INVENTORY
Initial recognition and measurement.
Inventory is stated at cost on initial recognition and measurement.
Inventories comprise mainly of stationery and printer cartridges.
Subsequent measurement.
Inventory is stated at lower of cost and net realisable value except where it is held for distribution at no charge or a nominal
charge, then it is measured at the lower of cost or current replacement cost.
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ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued)
1.12 FINANCE COST
Finance cost comprises interest expenses on borrowings, changes in fair value of financial assets at fair value through
profit and loss and impairment losses recognised on financial assets. All borrowing costs are recognised in the statement of
financial performance using the effective interest rate method.
1.13 CRITICAL ACCOUNTING ESTIMATES AND JUDGEMENTS
Management makes estimates and assumptions concerning the future in applying its accounting policies. The resulting
accounting estimates may, by definition, not equal the related actual results. The estimates and assumptions that have a
significant risk of causing a material adjustment to the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities are detailed in the notes to
the financial statements where applicable. Management continually evaluates estimates and judgments based on historical
experience and other factors, including expectations of future events that are believed to be reasonable under the
circumstances.
1.14 COMPARATIVES
Where necessary, comparative figures have been reclassified to conform to changes in presentation in the current reporting
period.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
2011
R '000
2.

Restated
2010
R '000

NEW STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS

2.1 STANDARDS AND INTERPRETATIONS NOT YET EFFECTIVE
At the date of authorisation of these financial statements, the following accounting standards of Generally Recognised
Accounting Principles (GRAP) were in issue, but not yet effective:
GRAP 18 - Segment reporting
GRAP 25 - Employee benefits
GRAP 104 - Financial instruments
GRAP 105 - Transfer of functions between entities under common control
GRAP 106 - Transfer of functions between entities not under common control
GRAP 107 - Mergers
Management believes the adoption of these standards in future will have no material impact on the financial
statements, as the majority of them are not applicable and the relevant one/ones would not change the figures but assist in
monitoring financial performance of the FIC.
3.

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

Cash and cash equivalents consist of:
Cash at bank
Cash on deposit
Cash on hand

65,408
9
2

23,542
9
3

65,419

23,554

Refer to the annual performance report for explanations on the increase in bank balance.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011

Restated
2010
R '000

R '000
4.

RECEIVABLES

Interest receivable
Deposits
Salary related debtors
Sundry debtors

185
39
13
1

162
275
26
18

238

481

242

222

256
23
760
118
581

35
235
63
-

1,738

333

Salary related debts are interest free and repayable within the following month.
Receivables are from non exchange transactions.
5.

INVENTORY

Consumables on hand

6.

PREPAYMENTS

ICT expenses and warranties
Lease
Subscriptions
Membership fees
Security
Insurance
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
7.

INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Restated
2010

2011
Cost
R'000
Computer Software
Computer Licence

12,626
3,316

Accumulated Carrying value
amortisation
R'000
R'000
(4,296)
(1,736)

Accumulated Carrying value
amortisation
R'000
R'000

Cost
R'000

8,330
1,580

8,883
3,316

(2,815)
(1,275)

6,068
2,041

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2011
Opening
balance
R'000
6,068
2,041

Computer Software
Computer Licence

8,109

Additions

Amortisation

Total

R'000
3,743
-

R'000
(1,481)
(461)

R'000
8,330
1,580

3,743

(1,942)

9,910

Reconciliation of intangible assets - 2010

Computer Software
Computer Licence

Opening
balance
R'000
6,030
1,869
7,899

Additions
R'000
1,447
625
2,072

Disposals
R'000

Amortisation

Total

(39)
-

R'000
(1,370)
(453)

R'000
6,068
2,041

(39)

(1,823)

8,109

During the year ended 31 March 2011 the FIC conducted an annual review of the useful life of its intangible assets,
which resulted in changes in the expected useful life.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
8.

PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
2011
Cost
R'000

2010

Accumulated Carrying value
depreciation
R'000
R'000

Accumulated Carrying value
depreciation
R'000
R'000

Cost
R'000

Computer hardware
Office equipment
Fixtures and fittings
Motor vehicles
Furniture

21,973
8,101
16,186
129
6,449

(10,098)
(3,625)
(5,052)
(78)
(2,384)

11,875
4,476
11,134
51
4,065

16,905
3,715
15,354
129
5,838

(6,782)
(2,197)
(3,406)
(52)
(1,371)

10,123
1,518
11,948
77
4,467

Total

52,838

(21,237)

31,601

41,941

(13,808)

28,133

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2011

Computer hardware
Office equipment
Fixtures and fittings
Motor vehicles
Furniture

Opening
balance
R'000
10,123
1,518
11,948
77
4,467
28,133
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Additions
R'000
5,297
4,038
838
611
10,784

Disposals
R'000

Depreciation

Total

(6)
-

R'000
(3,538)
(1,080)
(1,653)
(26)
(1,013)

R'000
11,876
4,476
11,133
51
4,065

(6)

(7,310)

31,601
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

Reconciliation of property, plant and equipment - 2010 (continued)

Computer hardware
Office equipment
Fixtures and fittings
Motor vehicles
Furniture

Opening
balance
R'000
10,286
1,952
13,420
103
1,660
27,421

Additions
R'000
2,744
463
403
3,600
7,210

Disposals
R'000

Depreciation

Total

(170)
-

R'000
(2,907)
(897)
(1,705)
(26)
(793)

R'000
10,123
1,518
11,948
77
4,467

(170)

(6,328)

28,133

Assets subject to finance lease (Net carrying amount)
Office equipment

2,088

558

During the year ended 31 March 2011 the FIC conducted an annual review of the useful life of its property, plant and
equipment, which resulted in no changes in the expected useful life.There are assets in the fixed assets register that have a
nil value and they are still in use. The useful lives of these assets was not revised.
9.

TRADE AND OTHER PAYABLES

Trade payables
Salary related payables
Accrued leave pay
Operating lease payables

9,151
358
2,084
1,131

7,027
1,464
1,634
1,177

12,724

11,302

Trade and other payables are from non exchange transactions.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

10. FINANCE LEASE LIABILITIES
Minimum lease payments due
- Within one year
- Within 2-5 years

1,123
1,387

413
337

Less: future finance charges

2,510
(280)

750
(86)

Present Value of Minimum Lease Payments

2,230

664

Present value of minimum lease payments due
- Within one year
- In second to fifth year inclusive

949
1,281

351
313

2,230

664

1,281
949

313
351

2,230

664

181,414

141,645

929
58

1,268
43

987

1,311

Non-current liabilities
Current liabilities

11. PARLIAMENTARY ALLOCATIONS
Parliamentary allocation
Revenue is from non exchange transactions.
12. INTEREST RECEIVED
Current Account
Other interest
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

13. ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES
Administration fees
Advertising
Bank charges
Cleaning
Computer expenses
Conferences and workshops
Consulting fees
Corporate branding
Insurance
Internal audit
Lease costs
Legal fees
Media, subscriptions and publications
Membership fees
Motor vehicle expenses
Office consumables
Parking expenses - Staff
Postage and courier
Printing and stationery
Professional fees
Public relations
Recruitment and placement cost
Refurbishment costs
Removal expenses
Rent and operating costs
Repairs and maintenance
Research and development costs
Security
Small assets acquisitions
Staff training
Subsistence and accommodation - International
Subsistence and accommodation - Local
Telephone, fax and internet
Travel - International
Travel - Local

418
872
43
486
2,043
2,702
5,234
434
659
205
176
2,508
1,085
19
553
1,205
18
904
6,700
11
2,571
282
9,448
1,546
1,368
184
597
596
1,032
4,815
1,356
1,573

357
87
72
498
1,288
187
18,331
141
414
718
227
17
1,052
1,017
12
475
827
7
729
5,316
11
1,402
302
6
9,001
621
801
1,031
79
2,001
808
542
2,163
1,286
1,466

51,643

53,292
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011

Restated
2010
R '000

R '000

14. AUDIT COMMITTEE MEMBER FEES
Chairperson:
C Kneale
Other members: B Lengane
N Khumalo

137
96
96

69
59
61

329

189

32
10

17
11

42

28

961

314

7,310
1,942

6,328
1,823

9,252

8,151

134
86

121
2

220

123

15. REMUNERATION COMMITTEE MEMBER FEES
Chairperson:
M Olivier
Other members: J Parfitt

16. AUDIT FEES
External Audit
17. DEPRECIATION AND AMORTISATION
Depreciation on property, plant and equipment
Amortisation of intangible assets

18. FINANCE COSTS
Finance charges on leased assets
Interest on late payment to supplier
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011

Restated
2010
R '000

R '000

19. FRUITLESS AND WASTEFUL EXPENSES
Opening balance
Add: Fruitless and wasteful expenses - current year
Less: Amounts condoned

329
(47)

3
(3)

Fruitless and Wasteful Expenses Awaiting Condonation

282

-

282
14
18
15

-

329

-

59,289
5,063
1,030
2,350
4,875
197
105
1,653

47,024
4,182
881
1,948
4,163
177
1,561

74,562

59,936

Details of fruitless and wasteful expenses - current year
Additional disclosure
FIC incurred fruitless and wasteful expenditure of relating to supplier
Interest on late payment for rental of office space
Training cost
Late payment of WCA

20. PERSONNEL EXPENSES
Salary costs
Bonus performance
Group life
Medical aid contributions
Provident fund
UIF
WCA
Other short-term costs
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

21. RETIREMENT BENEFITS
Defined Contribution Plan
Employees of the FIC are members of Liberty Life Umbrella Provident fund. This fund is a defined contribution fund and
it is governed by the Pension Fund Act, 1956 as amended. The contribution rate by the employer is 14.6% (2010: 14.6%)
and is calculated on retirement funding income.
Provident Fund contributions

4,849

4,145

45,388

20,922

22. CASH GENERATED FROM OPERATIONS
Surplus before taxation
Adjustments for:
Depreciation and amortisation
Loss on sale of property, plant and equipment
Deficit (surplus) on foreign exchange
Discount received
Interest received
Finance Costs
Other non-cash items
Changes in working capital:
Inventory
(Increase) / decrease in accounts receivable
Prepayments
Increase / (decrease) in accounts payable

9,252
6
43
(50)
(987)
220
-

8,151
38
(11)
(1)
(1,311)
123
37

(20)
185
(1,401)
1,423

(55)
(130)
321
1,972

54,059
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

23. OPERATING LEASE
The FIC has entered into a 60 month lease contract for its current office premises. The lease commenced on 1 July 2008 and
terminates on 30 June 2013.
The FIC also entered into a 60 month lease agreement for the office premises in Cape Town. The lease commenced on
1 May 2005 and terminated on 30 April 2010. The lease was renewed commencing 1 May 2010 to 30 June 2013 and was
concluded and signed on the 24 December 2009.
The leases escalate at 9% per annum.
Minimum lease payments due
- Within one year
- Within 2-5 years

8,292
11,346

7,563
19,512

19,638

27,075
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

24. RELATED PARTIES
During the year under review the FIC entered into various transactions with related parties.
1. State Controlled Entities
Related party payments
SARS: Leased building: Cape Town
Telkom
South African Reserve Bank
National Treasury
Department of Foreign Affairs
Government Communication Information Systems
Government Printing Works

534
574
573
1,848
700
36

1,104
720
3
1,037
934
4

57
15
7
2

57
76
-

Related party balances
SARS
Telkom
Department of Foreign Affairs
Government Printing Works
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
24. RELATED PARTIES (continued)
2. Key management personnel
NAME

M Michell
C Malan
P Smit
A Puoane

N Mewalall
M Maboka

M Naidoo

POSITION

Director
Snr Manager:
CAP
Snr Manager:
L&P
CFO
(Suspended30 April 2010)
(Terminated31 March 2011)
Snr Manager:
M&A
Snr Manager:
CS
(Appointed1 March 2011)
Acting CFO
(Outsourced:
6 May 2010)

CASH
COMPONENT
R'000

BONUS

UIF

R'000

R'000

PROVIDENT
FUND
R'000

GROUP
LIFE
R'000

MEDICAL
AID
R'000

TOTAL
R'000

1,365
1,167

124

2
2

121

36

25
25

1,392
1,475

1,129

120

2

117

35

25

1,428

2,011

69

2

93

28

25

2,228

857

105

2

87

26

25

1,102

9

3

2

101

87

1,455

1,455
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)

25. RISK MANAGEMENT
Liquidity Risk Management
Liquidity risk is the risk that the FIC will not be able to meet its financial obligations as they fall due.
In terms of its borrowing requirements, the FIC ensures that adequate funds are available to meet its expected and
unexpected financial commitments.
Market Risk
The FICs activities expose its primarily to the risks of fluctuations in interest rates and foreign currency risk.
Interest rate risk refers to the risk that the fair value of future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because of
changes in market interest rates.
Foreign currency risk refers to the risk that the fair value or future cash flows of a financial instrument will fluctuate because
of changes in foreign exchange rates.
Interest Rate Risk Management
The FICs interest rate profile consists of fixed and floating rate loans and bank balances which exposes the entity to fair
value interest rate risk and cash flow interest rate risk and can be summarised as follows:
Financial Assets
Cash at the bank earns interest at a rate linked to the South African prime interest rate.
Management accepts the risk exposure on receivables due to the amounts not being material.
Financial Liabilities
Finance lease payments are fixed hence resulting in no risk exposure.
Credit Risk Management
Credit risk refers to the risk that counterparty will default on its contractual obligations resulting in financial loss to the Entity.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011

Restated
2010
R '000

R '000
25. RISK MANAGEMENT (continued)
Maximum Exposure to Credit Risk
The FICs exposure to credit risk with regards to loans and receivables are limited.
Foreign Currency Risk Management

Management accepts the risks as a result of changes in rate of exchange and therefore has not hedged foreign currency
risk. These transactions are not of a material nature.
Categories of Financial Instruments
Financial Assets
Cash
Receivable
Prepayments

65,419
937
1,738

23,554
1,122
333

Financial Liabilities
Finance lease obligations
Payables

2,230
12,726

664
11,304

Sensitivity Analysis
2011 Floating rate financial assets
Banking balances
Receivables
Prepayments
2011 Floating rate financial liabilities
Finance lease obligations
Payables
2010 Floating rate financial assets
Bank balances
Receivables
Prepayments
2010 Floating rate financial liabilities
Finance lease obligations
Payables
Provisions

Change in
rate
%

Effect on
surplus
R'000

1%
1%
1%

654
94
17

1%
1%

22
127

1%
1%
1%

236
11
3

1%
1%
1%

7
11
-
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
26. PRIOR YEAR ADJUSTMENTS
Rent and operating costs relating to the prior year was understated by R73 000.
Personnel costs of R82 000 was not recognised in the prior year.
Printing and stationery costs was overstated by R54 000.
Finance costs of R60 000 was not recorded in the prior year.
Repairs and maintenance was overstated by R12 000 due to the incorrect capturing of an asset.
Depreciation was overstated by R2 000.
The prior year errors have been accounted for retrospectively and the comparative figures for 2010 have been restated. The
effect is as follows:
Statement of financial position
Increase in property, plant and equipment
Increase in deferred operating lease
Decrease in accruals
Decrease in prepayments
Decrease in receivables
Increase in payable
Increase in inventory
Increase in finance lease obligations
Increase in accumulated depreciation

Statement of financial performance
Increase in rent and operating costs
Increase in personnel costs
Decrease in subscription
Decrease in printing and stationery
Decrease in repairs and maintenance
Increase in finance costs
Decrease in depreciation / amortisation
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2010
(293)
(82)
(165)
(82)
54
(51)
(21)

2009

(645)
50
(122)
(205)
(29)
-

(640)

(951)

279
82
(54)
293
19
21

890
122
(98)
37
-

640

951
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

27. IRREGULAR EXPENDITURE
Opening balance
Add: Irregular expenditure - current year
Less: Amounts condoned
Less: Amounts not recoverable (not condoned)

755
5,018
(538)
(83)

757
(2)

Irregular Expenditure Awaiting Condonation

5,152

755

3,336

-

80
1,455
64
83

-

5,018

-

94,893

49,507

Details of irregular expenditure- current year
Goods and services were procured without inviting at least three price
quotations/without going through competitive bidding and the deviation not approved
Goods procured without renewed contract
Appointment of a consultant
Invoices relating to fraud allegations
Interest on late PAYE payment

28. CONTINGENT LIABILITY
28.1. Accumulated Surplus

The management of the FIC has decided to disclose the accumulated surplus as a contingent liability which is
an obligation that arises from past events whose existence will be confirmed only by occurrence of an uncertain
future event/s not wholly within the control of the FIC. This is because at reporting date an approval to retain the
accumulated surplus fund was not yet granted by National Treasury.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
28. CONTINGENT LIABILITY (continued)
28.2. Below is the list of litigation and claims:
Type

Decription of the matter

Estimate of financial costs

Lawyers for Human Rights and others Involves the inability of refugees and The amount cannot be reliably
vs FIC and Others
asylum seekers to open bank
estimated at this point.
accounts and transact with banks and
other institutions based on proof of
identity issued by the Department of
Home Affairs.
UCT Law Clinic vs FIC

Similar issue to the above except that
applicants are based in Cape Town.

The amount cannot be reliably
estimated at this point.

29. CHANGE IN PRESENTATION
The allocation of the workshop costs is now grouped with the conferences costs. The line item electricity and water is now
grouped with rent and other operating costs. This change has no aggregate effect on the financial statements for the year
ended 31 March 2010.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (continued)
2011
R '000

Restated
2010
R '000

30. RECONCILIATION OF BUDGET SURPLUS
For current year
Net surplus per the statement of financial performance
Adjusted for:
Increase in compensation for employees
Decrease in depreciation and amortisation
Increase in interest cost
Decrease in other income received
Decrease in spend on goods and services

45,388

-

881
(129)
5
274
(45,104)

-

1,315

-

Operating expenditure
Delivery of goods and service not received at year end for authorised purchase
orders

1,742

-

Not yet contracted for but authorised

9,211

-

10,953

-

31. COMMITMENTS
For current year
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WORLD CUP EXPENDITURE
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WORLD CUP EXPENDITURE

Total World Cup Expenditure
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